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Abstract

This project responded to the question "Can PASCAL and BCPL be
translated to the same intermediate code?" by translating PASCAL to an
Intermediate code (which has been used only for the translation of BCPL.

The intermediate code that «was used to achieve the translation is
SLIM. Since SLIM was designed for BCPL, naturally, features supported in
PASCAL but not In BCPL will certainly create difficulties In using SLIM as
a target language for PASCAL. Several extensions to SLIM to make it a
suitable

target

language

for

PASCAL

and

PASCAL-1 ike

languages

are

described.

Translation and optimization are two stages of the compilation
process that compiler writers enjoy thinking about. The objective of most
is to generate a reasonably efficient object code and at the same time to
keep to a minimum the overhead Introduced by the code generator during
compilation.

The translator constructed to achieve the translation from PASCAL to
SLIM Is a strict one-pass translator. The translation presented In this
thesis therefore can be generated in one pass. Alternative tronslations for
a particular PASCAL source code fragment are presented. These alternative
translations are designed to suit, as much as possible, with the nature of
the machine where the program is to run.

Translating a high-level

language

is impossible without keeping

extra information about the identifiers that were used by the source
program. Hence, a

thorough discussion of

the creation and usage of

information from a symbol table is given.

Since a one-pass translation produces sub-optimal object code^ the
translator employs a "code improver" to obtain a more efficient object
code. The code improver uses a peephole optimization technique. Three
implementations of a peephole optimizer are discussed.

Finally, the conclusion discusses the suitability of SLIM as a
target language for PflSCflL and PRSCRL-IIke languages.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Like any other piece of software^ a compiler has certain attributes
which mai^e it desirable. One of these many attributes is portability.
Portability is that prop«rty of a pioc« of softwora «vhich «nabUs itsolf to
be moved from one computer system to another with significantly less effort
than that of rewriting It.

> Several
developed since

methods of achieving

portability

in PRSCRL have been

the first PRSCRL compiler was written

[Lecarme and

Peyro11e-Thomas, 19781. One of these, whIch is now considered fairIy
standard,

involves the compilation

into an "intermediate code". This

intermediate code can be conceived as being the "assembly language" of a
hypothetical stack-oriented machine.

There are several reported variants of this approach. One variant is
the use of the PRSCRL pseudocode CP-code) as an intermediate code. P-code
may then serve as an assembly language to a hypothetical stack-oriented
machine, P-machlne, which executes P-code Interpretlvely. Since P-code is
interpreted, run-time efficiency

in this approach

is sacrificed for

por tab iIi ty. SeveraI i mp1emen ta t i ons now deveIoped use th i s approach. The
first was

the PRSCRL-P

implementation

at Zurich

in

1973-74

INori,

et.al19751. Another variant Is the PRSCRL-J system IColemann, et. a I.,
19741; the intermediate code used is the "universal intermediate code,
Janus". In this system, the intermediate code is further translated to the
assembly language of the machine on which the system is to run.

More recently, interest has been in an approach of Implementing a
group of languages, PflSCfiL Included, on a collection of machines having one
front end per language and one back end per machine. The method works by
having each front end translate from its source language to a common
Intermediate code and each back end translate from the common Intermediate
code to a specific target machine's assembly language. In this way, the
I

compiler is composed only of a front end and a back end. Transfering the
compiler then from a host machine, R, to a target machine, B, would
literally mean transfering only the back end part of the compiler to the
target machine, B. The front end could be written in the language it
compiles and translated to the common

intermediate code

in the host

machine, fl. With the back end part running in the target machine, B, one
can have the whole compiler by running the intermediate code of the front
cmd (produced in fl> in the target machine, B.
The approach was considered in the design of a simple stack machine
EM CTanenbaum,et.al.,ig821. Front ends for EM Includes RDR (subset), RLGOL
68 <in progress), BASIC <final test), C, PflSCRL, and PLfllN. Back ends
includes Intel 8080 (in progress) and 8086/8088, Zilog Z80 (in progress)
and Z8000 (final test). Motorola 6809 (in progress) and 68000, DEC PDP-11
and URX, and National Semiconductor 16032 (In progress). The same method
has been successfully used in the portability of BCPL with the use of a
Stack Language for Intermedlate Machines (SLIM) [Fox,1978]. SLIM, unlike
EM, was designed specifically for the programming language BCPL as front
end. It has already been Implemented In several back ends. Back ends for
SLIM

includes

IBM 370 (Amdahl

470), PDP-11, Data General Nova (and

Eclipse), Prime 750, Zilog Z80, Intel 8088 (or 8086), Perkin Elmer 3230,
and Motorola 68000.

To take advantage of the fact that several back ends exist for SLIM,
one of the purposes of this endeavor is to study the feasibility of other
high-level languages, specifically PflSCflL, as front ends to SLIM. Since
SLIM was designed specifically for BCPL, this raises several questions.
Some of these questions are "How compatible are BCPL and PRSCRL?", "Will
the present SLIM instructions be enough for PflSCflL to be translated to
SLIM?", "find if the SLIM instructions ore not enough, will it be possible
to extend SLIM without affecting its original design objectives?" These
questions and others similar In nature were answered by translating the
features supported by PflSCflL-S and procedures as parameters to SLIM. The
translations of the said features will be discussed in the succeeding
chapters.

The choice of PRSCRL from among the existing high-level languages,
aside from BCPL of course, in the study of the possibility of SLIM for
other front ends was due to several reasons. One is that PflSCflL is
ex tens i veIy used f or teach Ing programmIng ILecarme,1974] and for wr i 11ng
por tab Ie so f tware [Lecarme,1977]. Fur ther, PflSCflL i s a mach i ne-i ndependen t
language, at least, much more compared to FOflTRflN and PL/I. Moreover,
PflSCflL

is

a

powerful

language.

It

supports

records,

pointers,

mu111dI mens IonaI arrays, and many o ther i mpor tan t s true tures. F i na11y,
PflSCflL is a simple language to implement, fl one-pass compiler could be
written for the language, compared to ALGOL 68 for which a multi-pass
compiler is required (except Malvern ALGOL 68 compiler which is one-pass).
Other reasons not mentioned will become apparent in later chapters.

CHAPTER 2

PASCAL AND ITS IMPLEMENTATIONS

Portability has been claimed to be a feature of both the PASCAL
language and its compiler.

This property of PASCAL makes it available in

many machines. Uith the many existing implementations, several methods have
been employed due to the wide differences of host machines. Methods used to
implement PASCAL were so varied that several approaches have been used even
for one particular machine.

Although

implementations di.ffer from one

machii^e to another and even for the same machine, the implementation
methods used could be divided into three general methods of implementation:
cross-comp11ers, PASCAL~P

i mpIementa t i ons, and seIf-comp iIi ng comp iIers.

These general classes of implementations

are not mutually exclusive and

thus it is common to see an implementation which is a combination of the
three general methods mentioned. All these approaches were a product of the
desire

to

make PASCAL

available

from

one

machine

to

another

with

insignificant changes to the original compiler and with essentially the
same run-time efficiency.

The succeeding sections of this chapter will describe In detail each
general method of implementing PASCAL.

2.1

Cross-compi1er method

Of

the

three

general

approaches

of

implementing

PASCAL,

the

cross-compilar approach is the most popular implementation method used by
microcomputer

imp!ementors.

It has been used to

implement PASCAL on

minicomputers but more extensively on microcomputers. In this method, the

compiler runs on the host machine, R, and generates code for the target
machine, B. Usually, the target machine is a microprocessor, fin example
implementation which used this method is described in Parson's paper "fl
Microcomputer Pascal Cross Compiler" [Parsons, 1978].

2.2 PflSCflL-P ImpIemen ta t i on

The next method commonly used bg imp Iementors is through the use of
an intermediate code, PflSCRL pseudocode CP-code). This method Is widely
known as the Pascal-P implementation. The compiler Is maite to generate
PflSCflL! pseudocode <P-code). Two methods are available for executing P-code.

The first method of executing P-code is by macro expansion. In this
approach,

each P-code

is expanded

to

its assembler equivalent.

The

expansion of one P-code instruction grows to an undesirable size as the
complexity of the P-code generated increases. Berry IBerry, 19781 reported
that the total number of machine Instruction In a decode segment of the
interpreter for an integer "add" and an integer "subtract" is thirteen and
a typical "load" and "store" can be occofflplished in between twenty and
twenty five machine instructions. This is the reason why macro expanding
each P-code to their assembler equivalents Is not usually used to execute
P-code. However, there are some variants of P-code which can be translated
to assembly language of the target machine. These variants are lower in
level compared to the original P-code which was used in the first PflSCflL-P
compiler.

The second method is by writing a P-code interpreter. In this way, a
user could provide himself a way to execute the program interpretively.
There are several ways of writing a P-code Interpreter. One way Is to write

the

Interpreter

In an assembly

language. This way achieves run-time

efficiency. Since writing the interpreter in assembly language will make it
machine dependent^

it is then obvious that the approach could achieve

PflSCRL portability up to P-code generation stage.

Rnother common way of

writing a P-code Interpreter Is to write It In the language (preferably a
high-level language) in which the compiler Is written, e.g., C. In this
manner, PRSCRL would be available on a machine which supports that
high-level

language. But, although

In this way PRSCfiL portability is

improved, run-time efficiency on the other hand would not be the same as
when the interpreter is written in assembly language.

In fact, writing the

P-cod¿ interpreter in a high-level language may introduce an intolerable
amount of run-time inefficiency.

Using a high-level language to write a PflSCfiL compiler and a P-code
interpreter to achieve PflSCfiL portability raises several questions. It is a
known fact that if the system is written In a high-level language. It can
then be

transfered

to another machine

that supports that high-level

language. But, the big question is which high-level language to use. Ue
should note that compilers for other high-level

languages differ from

machine to machine, too. This brings us to another method which is less
machIne dependen t, the se1f-comp11 a t i on me thod.

2.3 SeIf-compiIat ion Method

Rs its name Implies, the self-compilation method of Implementing a
language, requires that

the compiler be written

in the

language It

compiles. One obvious reason for doing so is that writing a compiler in a
high-level language (PRSCRL) is much easier than writing It in an assembly
language. Problems arise when the language

Is not powerful enough for

compiler writing, in the case of PRSCflL, however, this capability was
considered in its design; thus it is possible to write a PfiSCflL compiler in
PflSCftL. The existence of several PflSCflL compilers written in PflSCflL
lWelshJ9771

is proof enough.

The main objective of the self-compilation method is to obtain a
self-compiIing

compiler.

The

implementation

method,

therefore,

is

necessarily a bootstrap. Bootstrap methods could further be classified as
ha If-boo ts trap <push i ng > and fu11-boo ts trap <pu11i ng).

^ The half-bootstrap method (pushing) is an implementation made on the
target machine, B, with all the required tools on the host machine,fl.One
example of an Implementation which adopted this method was the first PRSCRL
compiler for the ICL 1900 series, transported at Queen's University,
Belfast, in 1971 IWelsh and Quinn,19721. The compiler was generated at
Zurich and tested by a simulator of the ICL 1900 on the CDC 6000.

fl more desirable but more difficult method

is the use of a

fu 11-boots trap (pulling). In this method, all work is done on the target
machine, B. fin implementor can achieve the transfer in three different
ways. One approach Is to rewrite the compiler in a high-level language
available in the target machine, B. The resulting compiler, assumed to be
inefficient, could be used to compile the compiler written in its own
language. Rn example of an implementation that employed this method is the
PRSCRL

implementation

University

in

for

1972-74

the

IBM 350-370 series made at Stanford

[Russell

and

Sue,19761.

The

intermediary

implementation language used was PL/I. The second approach is to write the
compiler in the language it compiles. If an inefficient, or at worst
unsatisfactory, PRSCRL compiler exists In the the target machine, B, then

It Is used to compile the compiler which Is written In PRSCRL. This
approach was used in the second compiler developed for CDC 6000 series at
Zurich Institute of Technology in 1972-74 [Jensen and Wirth,19741. The
first compiler was completely rewritten and the first was used to compile
the revised compiler. The third approach is to divide the compiler Into two
parts: the first part (written in the language it compiles) generates an
intermediate

code

which

is

translated

by

the

second

part.

This

implementation method was first defined at the University of Colorado in
1975-76 IColeman^et.al.J9741. The first part of their compiler generates
the universal

intermediate

language, Janus. Janus code may

then be

translated into a target machine's machine code by using a macroprocessor.

CHflPTER 3

THE SLIM nflCHINE AND ITS RSSEIM.ER

SLin

Is a

simple,

one-accumulator,

slack-oriented hypothetical

machine. It was first proposed by Mark Fox [Fox, 19781, but was later
enhanced by J. E. L. Peck. The machine was designed with the following
principal aims IPeck, In preparation!:

1. To reflect current machine architecture, if
' possible;
2. To obtain a reasonably simple machine such
that It can be used for teaching the elements of
computing;
3. To obtain a machine that is suitable as
target machine for high-level languages such as BCPL;
4. To obtain a tool for achieving portability
of systems programs; and
5. To obtain a machine on which it is possible
to have an operating systems .

This chapter will give a description of the SLIM machine and its
assembler. The complete SLIM instruction set will also be given at the end
of this chapter.

3.1

The SLIM Machine

SLIM Is a machine very similar to a conventional computer in that it
consists of a memory and a processor (see figure 3.1).
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Fig.. 3.1 The SLIH Macidne

3.1.1 Memory

The memory of SLIM is a sequence of cells. Each cell contains 'n'
bits with the value of 'n' implementation dependent. It may be 16 bits^ 32
bits, or more, but the choice depends entirely on the number of bits
required for an address on the target machine and the memory available in
the target machine. The cells are addressed consecutively starting from 0
to 'm'. The value of 'm', as with the number of bits per cell, is machine
dependent. However, the size of 32K cells was found to be a comfortable
size for many SLIM implementations, e.g., on Perk in Elmer 3230, Motorola
68000, IBM 370 (Amdahl 470), etc.

3.1.2 Registers

SLIM has a total of seven <7) registers, but the three most
Important registers are the accumulator <fl), the environment register <E),
and the high point register <H).

The accumulator <fl) is where ail arithmetic and logical operations
take place. The same register holds the value returned by a function.

The environment register CE) is used to hold a pointer to the
env i ronmen t. i.e.. parameters and local variables of a procedure. All
run-*time Iinkage, parameters, and local variables are accessed through the
environment register.

The high point register <H) points to the last useful cell on the
stack' and is used to regain the stack space when the execution of a
procedure is complete. Further, this register is used in pushing and
popping values onto and from the stack.

The remaining registers are the program counter <C), which holds a
pointer to the next instruction to be executed, the global register (G),
which holds a pointer to the first cell of a sequence of cells reserved for
BCPL global values, the interrupt register <N), and the stack limit
register <S).

3.1.3

Instructions

Typical SLIM instructions may contain at most three fields - the
operator, the operand modifier, and the raw operand. The operator field is
always present In the Instruction while the raw operand and the operand
modifier may or may not be, depending on the type of instruction.

fln operation may be L for load, i.e., move data from memory to
accumulator (fi), S for store. I.e., move data

from accumulator (fl> to

memory, + for add, J for jump, and so on.

R raw operand is either an unsigned or signed number, a character,
the H register, or a label (?n where 'n' is an integer).

The remaining field is the operand modifier. It is used, if it is
part of the instruction, to qualify the meaning of the raw operand, fin
operand modifier

is either E (modified by environment), G

(modified by

global), I (modified by indirection), IE (combination of environment and
indirection), or IG (combination of global and indirection).^
>
Figure 3.2 shows the possible formats of a SLIM instruction.

U pi" 18 tor
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...„.—1! -

^

Operai'id
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Examples of complete SLIM instructions are:
fiction

Instruction
L'a

Load

the

character

'a'

into

the accumulator
L§2

Load

the

address

into the accumulator

of

label

2

LIE2

Load
the
content
of
the
ce 11
i n to
the
accumu I a tor,
the ce 11 be i ng the second
in the environment

P

Push the value of the accumulator
into the stack after incrementing
the value of the H register by
one.

3.2 The SLIM fissembler

^ Unlike most of the conventional computer's assembly language, the
SLIM assembler was designed to be compact. Compactness is Illustrated by
the fact that SLIM assembler uses a free format. It does not rely on spyoces
to delimit the fields of on instruction. It does allow any

number of

instructions per line and instructions can be written anywhere in the line.
To illustrate this property of the SLIM assembler, an example of SLIM
assembler and

its equivalent

in actual machine's assembly

language.

Motorola 68000, is given.
SLIM
§1: L12 +20

M68000
label 1: move.I » 1 2 dO
,
add.I « 2 0 dO
,

3.2.1 fissembIer Pragma ts

Assembler pragma ts are in some way the same as instructions, but do
not cause any code to be generated. In SLIM, they are used to increase the
readability of the program. In addition, they are used to give the
programmer an idea of the code and data area of the program. We I ist al I
the assembler pragmats with their corresponding meaning. The functions of

the pragmats should be obvious from the meaning given.

Pragmat

Meaning

$$"program"

Start of section "program"

$"start"

Start of procedure "start"

$$

End of current section

$

End of current procedure

$:

End of code and start of data

The word "section" is used in the sense of BCPL.

3.2.2, Modifiers

Rs mentioned in the previous section^ a SLIM instruction may or may
not

take an

operand modifier.

If

it does, then

the operand

modifier

together with the raw operand is used to calculate the operand imodlfled)
that is finally used by the operation. For example, in the instruction L2,
2 is the raw operand and since the instruction does not have an operand
modifier, the final operand used is 2. But in the 'nstruction LE2, the E
modifier
operation

is

in

the

instruction, hence

is an operand

that

the

final operand

is calculated from

used by

the

the content of the E

register and the raw operand 2. To illustrate how the calculation of the
final or modified operand proceeds, the succeeding paragraphs will give a
detailed description of how each of the modifiers is used to compute the
f i naI operand.

Firstly, we

consider

how

the modified

operand

is computed

for

instructions with the E (environment) modifier. Computation of the final
operand is simple: it is done by adding the content of the E register to
the raw operand. Thus in the example given in the previous paragraph, if

the E register holds the value 040000, the final operand used by the
instruction LE2 is 040002.

Similarly, for G (global) modifier, the final operand is computed by
adding the content of the G register to the raw operand. It Is worth noting
that E and 6 modifiers may not both appear in one SLIM instruction and that
they can not be used to modify an H

raw operand. In consequence, the

instructions LEG'O and SEH are therefore not valid SLIM instructions.

The remaining modifier is the I (indirection) modifier. It can be
used »independently,e.g., 5182, or together with the E modifier, e.g.,
+IE2, or with the G modifier, e.g., CIG10. The final operand is obtained by
first adding the content of the register specified by the other modifier,
i.e., E or G, if one is present of course, to the raw operand, then taking
the result as an address of the cell which contains the final operand. For
example. If the E register contains 010000, the final operand then of the
instruction LIE4 Is whatever value is stored in the cell whose address Is
010004.

3.2.3 Operands

Every operand

is either a number, a character, the letter H, a

label, or a string.

If the operand Is a number, then it may be a signed or unsigned
number, e.g., LIE? and LIE-7. Further, the number may be an integer or a
real number, e.g., LI and LI.25. Moreover, it could be in decimal form
(e.g., L16), octal form (e.g., L020) or hexadecimal form (e.g., LX10).

If the operand

is a character, a single quote <."> precedes the

character operand, e.g., L'c. What is actually manipulated by the machine
is the integer representation of the character which requires only a byte
of storage. Special characters are preceded by an asterisk and follow the
escape rules of BCPL, e.g., L'*N for new line, L'»S for space character,
etc. Of course, the integer representation of the character could also be
used, i.e., in flSCII, L10 for new line, L32 for space character, L69 for
character E, etc.

In the case where the operand is the character H, as pointed out
earlier, it can not be accompanied by an E or a G modifier. The value of
the operand when H is used is whatever is on top of stack. The value is
then popped from the stack.

if the operand is a label <@n), the operand is actually an address
in the program area which is supplied by the assembler. Hence, it is no
different from an Integer operand, except that the value may change from
one execution to another depending on where the program

is loaded in

memory.

There is only one instance where the string operand is used, i.e.,
in the storage reservation (pseudo) instruct ion <D). It occurs in the form
of a BCPL string, i.e., "string", fin example of an (pseudo) instruct ion
whIch uses such

an operand

is D"string". fl <pseudo)instruetion

•"string" actually reserves 7 bytes
length of the string.

I ike

of storage, the first byte being the

3.2.4 Operators

The operations supported by SLIM

could be classified

into 7

categories: load and store operators, stack operators, program control or
jump operators, accumulator operators, logical or bitwise operators,
arithmetic operators, shift operators. Others not falling in any of the
category giw>en will also be discussed under the heading, miscellaneous
operators.

3.2.4.1 Load and Store Operators
)

The most

elementary,

but

important, operations

in

the

SLIM

instruction set are the L (load) and S (store). L moves data to the
accumulator and S moves it from the accumulator.

The basic L operator may or may not take an operand modifier. If it
does not, then it is used to move a constant into the accumulator. In this
case, the instruction is similar to most actual machines' load immediate
instruction, fin example is L100 which sets the value of the accumulator to
100. Or, it may take an operand modifier which could be of the form: E, 0,
I, IE, or IG. The table below summarizes the effects of a load instruction
for each of the operand modifiers and the raw operand 10.
Instruction

fiction

LEIO

Load the address of the cell
whose address is the value in
the E register plus 10

LG10

Load the address of the cell
whose address is the value in

the 6 register plus 10
LI10

Load the content of the cell
whose address Is 10

LIE10

Load the content of the eel I
whose address is the value in
the E register plus 10

LIGIO

Load the content of the cell
whose address is the value in
the G register plus 10

Similarly, the S operator has several forms. It can also take an
)

integer

raw

operand

without

any

operand

modifier,

e.g., SIOO. fin

instruction of this form does have a meaning, i.e., SIOO means store the
content of the accumulator in a cell whose address is 100, but this usually
is not generated by a compiler which uses SLIM as a target machine. It can
also take an operand modifier which could be of the form: E, G, I, IE, 16.
Rgain, the table below summarizes the meaning of the instruction S with
each of the operand modifiers and raw operand 10.

Instruction

Retion

SE10

Store
the value of the
accumulator in the cell whose
address is the value In the E
register plus 10

SG10

Store
the value of the
accumulator in the cell whose
address is the value in the G
register plus 10

S110

Store
the
accumulator

value
I N the

of
CGII

the
whose

address is the content of the
cell Qfhose address is 10
SIE10

Store

the

value

of

the

accumulator in the cell whose
address Is the content of the
ce 11

whose

address

is

the

value

in the E register plus

10
SIGIO

The

same

as

SIE10,

except

that the register used is G

Theoretically^

the forms of the basic

load and stoi^

Instructions

)

given above are legal SLIM instructions. But many of them ore not generated
by a compiler, e.g., SIEIO, Si 10, LG10, etc.

There are a number of variants on the basic L and S operators.

The first variants are the LI (load subscripted cell) and SI (store
subscripted cell).

These variants allow SLIM to be able to manipulate the

elements of a vector (array). For example, LI10 will load the value of the
tenth cell beyond the cell whose address
this instruction. So
will

is in the accumulator prior to

if the accumumulator contains 01000, the instruction

load into the accumulator the content of the cell whose address

is

01010. Similarly, S!10 will store the value that is currently on top of
stack to the cell whose address is 01010 and decrement the H register by 1.

The second variants of the load and store operators are the L» (load
b y t e ) and SJ5 (store byte). These variants were specifically introduced In
SLIM to help manipulate strings. The action of these two instructions are
similar to the first variant (subscripted cell), except that the operand is

considered as byte offset instead of cell offset. Given the same value in
the accumulator, i.e., 01000, the instruction LUIO will load the byte
pointed to by the corresponding actual machine address of the cell whose
address is 01000 plus 10 bytes. So if the corresponding machine address of
cell 01000 is 012344, then the content of byte 012354 will be loaded into
the accumulator. Since the size is a byte, the value will occupy the eight
rightmost bits of the accumulator and the other bits ar^e set to zero.

The third variants of the basic L

and S operators are the L: Cload

field) and S: <store field) operators. These instructions are used to
maniput I ate fields of bits but will not be discussed further.

Lastly, the variants L$ (load device) and S$ (store device)
operators are used primarily for the implementation of I/O operations.

3.2.4.2 S tack Opera tors

When a procedure

is declared, most often it declares several

variables local to itself. Once declared, these variables have to be
allocated space in the stack. During execution, the stack may also be used
as temporary storage of some intermediate results of a computation. When
the computation is complete, the space occupied by these intermediate
results must be deallocated to save stack space.

The operators that

perform allocation and deallocation of stack spaces are known in SLIM as
stack operators. SLIM provides three stack operators: P (push), PL (push
load), and M (modify), fl pop operation is implied by any instruction whose
operand is H.

The P (push) operator takes no operand. Its effect is to copy the

content of the accumulator to the top of the stack, after Incrementing the
H register by one. The instruction preserves the value in the accumulator.
It is this instruction that is mainly used to allocate space to data
structures which require one cell of storage.

The second stack operator, PL <push load), takes the same operand as
the L operator. It first copies the content of the accumulator to the top
of the stack, of course after incrementing the H register. The loading into
the accumuIa tor fo11ows. One Impor tan t observa 11 on abou t th i s Ins true 11on
is that the two instructions P L do not always have the same effect as PL.
The difference happens when the load part takes on the character H as the
raw operand: PLH interchanges the values of the top of stack and the
accumulator while P LH pushes the value Into the top of stack and pops It
back into the accumulator. The total effect of P LH is nil.

The II (modify) operator is the last of the three stack operators.
Its action is to add whatever is the value of its operand to the H
register. This operator

is used by SLIM for allocating space to data

structures that require more than one ceil of storage. Further, it is very
useful in deallocating unused space in the stack.

3.2.4.3 Program Control or Jump Operators

SLIM provides unconditionaI jump <J) and conditional jumps <T and F)
to change the sequence of execution of the program. It is, naturally,
important to be able to jump to another part of the program.

The action of the unconditional Jump <J) is to replace the value of
the C (program counter) register by the value of Its operand

(modified

If

necessary). Similarly, conditional jumps <T and F) follow the same action
except that the action is done only after the value in the accumulator Is
found to be an appropriate value. This means that the jump will occur only
when the value in the accumulator is -1 (true), for jump If true <T> or
when the value Is 0 Cfalse), for Jump If false CF).

3.2.4.4flccumuIa tor Opera tors

fl monadic operator

in most high-level

languages

Is called an

accumulator operator in SLIM. It takes no operand and its sole function is
to al^ter the value

in the accumulator. Monadic operators are the

(complement) operator which computes the complement of the accumulator
returns the result in the accumulator,

the - (negate) operator which

negates the value in the accumulator, and the I (absolute) operator
takes the

and

which

absolute value of the accumulator. Below is a table showing the

effect of the operation on the accumulator (assuming a two's complement
mach i ne).

Opera tor

flccumuI
Before

a tor
After

* (complement)

-1

0

- (negate)

-1

1

I (absolute)

-1, 1

1, 1

3.2.4.5 Compar i son Opera tors

fl set of SLIM operators that take one operand and yield a boolean
value in the accumulator are called comparison operators. The actual action
of a comparison operator is to compare the value in the accumulator with
its operand. After the comparison, the value of the accumulator is replaced

by the result of the comparison. I.e., 0 for false result and -1 for true
result. The comparison operators are the = (equal) operator,

(not equal)

operator, < (less than) operator, <= (less than or equal to) operator, >
(greater than) operator, and >= (greater than or equal to) operator.

3.2.4.6

Logical or Bitwise Operators

The action taken by this set of operators,

logical or bitwise

operators. Is the same as that of the comparison operators except that
comparison

is done

bit by bit and

the result

is returned

in the

corresponding bit of the accumulator. The logical operators are the /\
(logical and) operator, \/ (logical or) operator, == (equivalent) operator,
and the

(not equivalent) operator. Below

Is a summary of results

expected for all possible combination of bits.
Accumulator
Bit

3.2.4.7

Operand

Operator

Bit

/\

\/

——

ATI

0
0
1

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
t
1

1
0
0

0
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

0

Shift Operators

I4e have seen, in the firevious set of operators, how individual bits
are manipulated in place. The next set of operators, shift operators, move
bit patterns within the fl register. SLIM provides only tojo instructions for
doing this: one moves the bit pattern to the left (<<) and the other moves
it to the right (>>). The operator takes an operand which determines the
number of bits the pattern will be shifted. For example, suppose the

accumulator contains IB (In binary, 10000),

the Instruction <<2 will leave

the value 64 <in binary, 1000000) in the accumulator and >>2 will leave 4
<in binary, 100)

3.2.4,8

in the accumulator.

Arithmetic Operators

14« havQ so far discussed a wide range of SLIM instructions, but have
not mentioned anything about performing arithmetic.

SLIM

like any other

conventional machine provides a way of doing addition <+), subtraction <-),
multiplication <*), division </), and taking remainder </*). The action of
the ojjerator is to perform the required arithmetic (depending on the type
of operator of course) on the accumulator and the operand. The result of
the operation is delivered to the accumulator. The order of operands in the
operation is, accumulator operator operand. This order is important because
not all

operations are commutative. The table below shows the result of

doing the operation when the accumulator holds the value 10 and the operand
of the Instruction is 3 .

Operator

Accumulator
Before

After

+3

10

13

-3

10

7

*3

10

30

/3

10

3

/*3

10

1

The same operators, except /*, can also be used for operands with
real value, but the operator must be qualified by prefixing

before it.

For example, adding 1.25 to the accumulator would mean generating the code
«+1.25.

3.2.4.9

hi see 11aneous Operators

Some operators do not fall

into any of the categories we have

discussed. These operators are incorporated in the SLIM instruction set to
facilitate translation of high-level languages into SLIM. Further, most of
these instruet i ons do not have an equ i va I ent one i nstruet ion in a i mostall
actual machines' instruction set, but they could be simulated using several
of the actual machine's instructions.

3.2.4!9.1

Procedure Call (C) and Return <R)

The first two and most important of these operators are the C
(procedure call) and R <procedure return) operators. The main purpose of
the operators C and R is to facilitate the calling of procedures in order
to give SLIM the power of a high-level language type of procedure call.
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The C <procedure call) operator may or may not take an operand
modifier. The final operand, obviously, is the entry point of the called
procedure. The C operator uses some information supplied by previous
instructions (parameters) and the data CD) instruction that always follows
the C instruction. Examples of this call are LI PL 10 Ce2 D4, CI62 DO, etc.
The operand of the D instruction supplies the number of actual parameters.
We should note that when a procedure call is made, the machine executing
the program should make arrangements to return control to the proper part
of th^ program once the execution of the procedure is complete. In SLIM, it
is this C operator which makes the arrangements.

First,

the C operator

processes the parameters passed

to the

procedure by pushing the last parameter from the accumulator to the top of
stack, of course only if the procedure requires at least one parameter,
i.e., when the operand of the D

(pseudo) instruct ion following

the C

instruction is greater than 0. Moreover, if the number of formal parameters
is not the same as the actual parameters, the C operator allocates space if
necessary. The number of formal parameters is supplied by the first data
CD) Cpseudo)instruct ion of the called procedure. The code for a procedure
always starts with this D (pseudo)instruct ion whose operand is the number
of formal parameters.

Once the parameters are In the stack, the C operator sets up the
SLIM link. The SLIM link follows the parameters in the stack and this is
where information, necessary to gain control after completed execution of
the procedure,

is stored. To be specific,

the SLIM

link stores the

environment CE), high point CH) register, and the return address, currently

held In the C register, of the calling procedure.

Lastly, the C operator transfers program control

to the called

procedure by placing the entry point of the called procedure into the C
register.

It is instructive

to

look at the state of the stack when a

procedure, p, calls another procedure, q. Figure 3.3 shows a snapshot of
the stack immediately after the operator C (procedure call) is executed.

' The R operator has a simpler action compared to the C operator.

It

moves the data stored in the SLIM link into their corresponding registers
and tranfers control to the instruction after the procedure call. Mote that
the stack

space

consumed

by

the called

procedure

is automatically

deallocated after R has completed its action, fl snapshot of the stack after
a return from procedure, q, is complete, is shown In figure 3.4.
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3.2.4.9.2

Sequential (?S) and Indexed C?l) Switchon Operators

R pair of operators each of which does not have an equivalent one
instruction in actual machine's instruction is the sequential <?S) and the
Indexed <?l) smitchon. These are SLIM instructions which correspond to
CflSE-type statements of most high-level languages, e.g., CASE statement of
PflSCRL, SWITCH statement of C, and SWITCHON statement of BCPL. One operator
is actually sufficient, but two separate operators were provided to take
advantage of the nature of the case values. Sequential <?S) switchon Is
designed to work efficiently on case values which differ by more than one
whiIe' indexed <?l) switchon is primarily suited for case values which
differ by one.

3.2.4.9.3

The

Exchange <X) Operator

exchange

(X)

instruction

translating BCPL's updating operator,

was

found

to

be

necessary

for

i.e., +:=, -:=, etc. It has the

effect of swapping the value of the accumulator and that of the cell below
the top of the stack.

3.3 The Complete SLIM Instruction Set

In summary, we list all the SLIM operators in the table below. The
table gives a brief description of the operator, and the microcode for each
operator to help visualize its actions. The microcode is written In BCPL.
The table does not show all the possible operands and operand modifiers;
instead we represent the operand, modified or unmodified, by the letter U.
The same table appears in Peck's "The Essence of Portable Programming."

2Q
SLIM Instructions
Instruction

Mnemon i c

Load ce11
Store eel 1
Load cell subscripted
Store cell subscripted

LW
SU
LIU
SIW

Load byte
Store byte

im
sm

Load field
Store field

L:14
S:W

Load device
Store device

L$r
S$r

Push and 1oad ce11
Jump
' True jump
False jump
Modify high point
<dop>**
<mop>»
Procedure ca11•••
Procedure return
Push
Exchange

PLW
JW
TW
FM
MW
<dop>W
<mop>
CU
R
P
X

Originate***
0
Void
V
Quit
Q
Sw i tchon sequen t i a 1***?S
Suiitchon indexed***
?l
Non-local access***
U

•

M i crocode
R
U
!U
R
R := RIU
LET U = !H; H -:= 1;
R!U
U
R := R«U
LET U - IH; H -:» 1;
fl«U U
R := U of R
LET U = IH; H -:= 1;
U OF R := U
R
Rlr
LET U = !H; H -:= 1;
Rlr := U
H +:= 1; !H := R; 8
U
C := U
IF R = TRUE THEN C := U
IF R = FRLSE THEN C
U
H +:= U
R
R <op> U
R := <mop> R

f

<

^

C

ElO; H := Ei<-2>;
E := E!<-1)
H +:= 1; IH := R
U := H!<-1); H!<-1) := R;
R := U
no operation
exi t

microcode for C, 0, ?S, ?l, U are given in Peck's "The Essence
Portable Programming"
<dop> stands for dyadic SLIM operators
<mop> stands for monadic SLIM operators
Dyadic and Monadic SLIM Instructions
Instruction

Mnemon i c

M i crocode

Dyadic Instructions
Add*
Subtract*
Multiply*
D1V i de*
Rema i nder
Equal to*

+U
-U
*U
/u
/*U
=U

R
R
R
R
R
R

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

R
R
R
R
R
R

+ U
- U
* U
/U
REM U
= U

Not equal to*
Less than»
Less than or equal to*
Greater than-i'
Greater than or equal to*
EqulMaUnt
Not equivalent
Logical and
Logical or
Right shift
Left shift

<W
<=U
>W
>=W
==u

s fl
n
fl
fl
= fl
s fl
fl
s fl
fl
fl
fl
fl
fl
fl
= ft
at fl
fl
fl
= fl
fl
= fl
fl

-

/\w
\/w
>>W
<<W

w
<u
<= 14
> 14
>= W
== W
—w
/\ w
\/ w
>> W
<< U

Monadic Instructions
Complement
Negate*
Absolute*
Float
Fix

JW

-

1

fl
fl
fl

fl :
fl :

• f l

=
=

- f t

flBS ft
FLOflT f
FIX fl

Instructions with floating point equivalents: »+,

«/, •s

CHAPTER 4

EXTENSIONS TO SLIM FOR PflSCRL RND PflSCflL-LIKE LRNGURGES

Since SLIM was designed for BCPL, features supported In PRSCflL but
not in BCPL is the reason for these extensions. The answer to the question
"Will the existing SLIM instructions be enough for PflSCRL to be translated
to it?" is obviously "no". But with several incompatibilities between
PflSCRL and BCPL, the existing SLIM instruction is enough to handle the
features of PflSCflL except for non-local variables.
)

The succeeding sections will illustrate why SLIM is not capable of
handling non-local variables and the necessary extensions for It to be a
suitable

intermediate

language

for

languages

that

support

non-local

var i abIes.

4.1 Environment of a Procedure

Uhen a procedure is activated, a data segment is allocated to it in
the stack. This data segment may contain the parameters passed to the
procedure, variables local to Itself, working storage, and the stack link.
The stack link, of course, is necessary to restore the stack to its
original state when the execution of the called procedure is complete. Ue
refer to the original state of the stack as the state of the stack just
before the call to a procedure is made. It is this data segment plus other
data segments allocated to procedures activated before it, which form the
environment of a procedure. To be precise, the environment of a procedure
is the set of data segments in the stack that it can access.

In languages like BCPL, environment means the data segment allocated
to the procedure. But in most block-structured languages like PflSCflL, ALGOL
60, ALGOL 68, PL/I, etc., environment means the segment allocated to the
procedure plus those data segments allocated to procedures activated before
it, which could be accessed by the procedure according to the scope rules
of the language. The reason for this difference of extent of environment of
a procedure
non-local

is simple: BCPL does not allow non-local variables. These

variables are declared outside the procedure urfiere they are

accessed.

' The consequence of BCPL's not supporting non-local variables is that
its stack link is simple. Since the environment of a procedure is only the
stack segment allocated to it, all that is needed in the link is a chain
which connects the ne«>ly activated procedure to the old segment. This
function, if you noticed in the actions of operator C (procedure call), is
handled by keeping the content of the E register in the stack link once a
new procedure

is activated. Hence, when SLIM is used for BCPL, the E

register does have a dual function, to chain the data segments and at the
sama time represent the environment of the procedure. But for languages
that support non-local

variables, or at worst non-local variables plus

procedures as parameters, the E register is not enough to describe the
environment of a procedure.

As mentioned, one of the functions of the E register is to chain one
data segment to Its Immediate predecessor In the stack. This chain Is what
is commonly known, in compiler implementations, as the dynamic link. To
access var i abIes though, 1 oca I and non-1 oca I, two me thods are ava iIabIe.
One is the use of the display method, but this is ruled out immediately
because It would mean an addition of registers equal to the number of

nesting

levels allowed. This number

usually from 5 to 7 nesting
es tab 1i sh ano ther chaIn,

levels

Is Implementation dependent. But,
is used. The other method is to

the s ta t i c cha i n, wh1ch connec ts those da ta

segments access i bIe to the current Iy execut i ng procedure. The stat i c 11nk
method requires only the additional of one register <U> to the existing
SLIM registers, and one operator, the U operator.

4.2 Environment of a PflSCflL-Mke Procedure

The U reg i s ter and the E reg i s ter toge ther represen t 'the env i ronmen t
of a ' procedure

in languages that support non-local

variables. The U

register points to the nearest segment accessible to the procedure, fls a
consequence of the introduction of the U register, the SLin link for
languages like PflSCflL is composed of at least 4 cells compared to at least
3 cells for BCPL (see figure 4.1).
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The U entry in the link holds a pointer to the nearest accessible
segment. In turn the U entry of that segment points to the next nearest
accessible segment, and so on. This relationship between the U entry of one
link to another will become clear after considering the example below. The
example takes a specific PflSCflL program and shows the stack at some instant
of execution.
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Fig.. 4.2 TfLH stac^r showifis. the dynatnic and static litiks.

ExampIe:
>

program zeroCoutput);
procedure oneaO;
procedure IwoaO;
begin end;
begin

tojoa end;

procedure oneb<);
beg i n onea end;
begin oneb end.

Figure 4.2 shows the state of the stack when the execution is in
procedure twoa^ i.e., zero — > oneb — > onea — > twoa. The chain at the top
of the stacl< is the dynamic chain and the one at the bottom of the stack is
the static chain. The stack grows from left to right in this example.

SLIM avoids the overhead of computing the value of the static link,
by requiring the user to establish it himself. The value of the U entry in
the link could be set by passing it as one of the parameters. This method
of establishing the static chain does not introduce any overhead ond it
does not pose any problem to the code generator because the value of the
static link Is actually known at compile time. One example of a call that

sets the value of the static link Is LEO Cpg. The LEO Instruction does set
the cell reserved for the U register.

Now that the static link is established, it is possible to access
variables declared outside the procedure, provided of course the access
obeys the scope rules of the language. The extended SLIM provides another
operator, the U operator, for doing just that.

The action of the U operator Is to specify which E register to use
from among those stored in the stack. The operand

of

theU

instruction

suggests that in the next occurence of oft E modifier, it has to follow the
static link down by the number of levels equal to the operand of the U
instruction and use

the E register

in that segment. Usually, the U

instruction comes before an instruction which takes the E modifier. For
example, U2 LIES is an instruction for accessing a non-local variable
decIared

two

I eveIs

sha11ower

than

the

procedure

where

11 occurs.

Specifically, the action of the two instructions Is to load a value into
the accumulator, but in the computation of the final operand of the load
instruction, the E register used is that stored two levels down the static
chain. Accessing

local

variables on

the other

hand can

be done

by

instructions like UO LIES. The instruction UO suggests the use of the E
register of the currently executing procedure. But usually, UO could ver^
welt be omitted and the same action will be taken, i.e., the action of UO
LIES is the same as LIE3.

4.3

Procedures as Parameters

Allowing non-local variables

in a language will almost certainly

create difficulty to implementors. This is because the representation of

the procedure's environment can not be hcHTdled by the dynamic link alone.
The difficulty is «jorse, if asicte from non-local variables, the language
allows procedures as parameters. This will create the problem of how to set
Its local environment. We mentioned that in SLIM, the local environment of
a procedure in a language that supports non-local variables is set by the
user. But, how about those procedures which are passed as parameters? Uill
their local environment be set in the saine manner?

First, we should observe that if the user is required to set the
local environment of a procedure, the said local environment should be
known'at compile time. This will depend on whether deep (static) or shallow
(dynamic) binding of procedure references is used by the language being
transIated.

When shallow (dynamic) binding of procedure references is used, the
environment of a procedure is not set until the procedure is called. This
binding is used by languages like RPL, LISP, and SliOBOL.

In the case of PRSCRL and PRSCAL-like
binding is used.

In deep binding, procedure

languages, deep (static)
identifiers ore statically

bound to their names. This suggests that the environment of a {procedure Is
fixed and known at compile time. Therefore, arrangements in SLIM where the
user is required to set the environment of a procedure himself is safe.

The succeeding paragraphs will concentrate on how SLIM can be used
to set the environment of procedures that are passed as parameters in a
language that uses deep binding of procedure identifiers to their names.

The solution adopted by SLIM, as mentioned. Is to require the SLIM

user. I.e., the compiler writer, to set the environment of a procedure
himself. Since the environment of a procedure is fixed, when passing a
procedure as a parameter, the user is required to pass the procedure's
local environment together with its entry point. This way, when a procedure
is called, the local environment used is the one that was passed Instead of
the local environment derived from the local environment of its caller. To
illustrate this point, we consider an example program and its translation.
The translation assumes a 5-cell SLIM link.

ExampIe:
PfìSCfìL
program passprocedure < ou tpu t);

SLIM
$$"passprocedure" JS2
ei: DO Ml J93

procedure p(procedure r);
64: D2 Ml
begin
r
end;

85: LIE-5 CIE-6 DX8000
R $: $

procedure q;
DO Ml
begin
end;
begin
p<q)
end.

87: R $: $
83: LI88 P UO LEO P UO LEO
084 DX8002
R
88: D86 $$
82: L81 SOI .

Observe the translation of parameter 'q' in the call to procedure
•p'. Since 'q' Is a procedure, when it is passed as a parameter. Its entry
point, i.e., 86:, and its local environment Is passed to the called

procedure by the instructions "LlfS P UO LEO*.

Rnother inportant observation is how the cai i to a procedtr^ which
«as passed as a parameter, i.e., call to procedia^e 'r', is translated. Note
that the local environment is set by simply accessing Its value from the
parameter area,

i.e., LIE-5,

instead of deriving

enviroiment of the current procedure, e.g., UO LEO.

it from the local

CHAPTER 5

THE PflSCfiL TRflNSLflTOR

R translator is a program that takes as Input a program written In
one programming

language, the source language, and yields as output a

program in another language, the object language. The object language may
be relocatable object code, an assembler language of an actual machine, an
intermediate language (assembler language of a hypothetical machine) or
another high-level language. Regardless of the nature of the source and
)

target languages, all translators have one universal purpose. This purpose
is to translate a piece of code of the source language to an equivalent
code of the target language such that when executed by the target machine,
the actions will be as specified by the source code.
In this chapter, we shall be discussing the design of the translator
which was constructed to translate the high-level language PflSCRL (source
language) to SLIM (object longijoge). In addition, some of the techniques
and methods used in the translation will also be discussed.

4.1

Design of the Translator

The quality of the object code generated by a translator is mainly
dependent on the translator's design objectives. Of course, generating the
most efficient object code is of importance but achievement of this will
depend on how the translator is written. The following are the design aims
of the translator which was constructed to translate PflSCfiL to SLIH:

1. To mInIm i ze

the 11 me taken to comp11e source

programs;

2 . To produce a reliable and reasonably <if not the
m o s t ) efficient object code; and

3 . To keep the translator as simple as possible.

Unfortunately,

these aims

are

to some extent

conflicting. Obviously, a

translator will have to take a little longer and be bigger if It has to
generate efficient object code. But, as will be discussed in-the chapter on
code improvement, the technique used to improve the code is simple enough
such that the increase in time to compile and the increase in the size of
the translator are negligible.

In keeping with the aims <1) and <3), the translator was constructed
such that it translates PflSCflL to SLIM in one pass. The translation takes
place whi le a PflSCRL source program Is being read In to the computer. The
object code, SLIM code, is generated and is ready for further translation
to an actual machine's assembly

language as soon as the reading of

the

PflSCflL source program is complete.

Reliability of the object code should be the primory aim of every
translator. Generating

a not

so efficient

but reliable object code

is

certainly better than attempting to generate the most efficient object code
which may not be correct all the time. In this respect, the translator was
constructed in such a manner that it translates the program by decomposing
it into simple parts and replacing these simple parts with their correct
equivalent object codes.

4.2 Program Structure of the Translator

fls mentioned earlier, the translator is a one-pass translator. It
obtains its input through a source-oriented scanner. The scanner returns
PflSCRL lexemes (tokens) which serve as Input to the

analyzer. The

said

analyzer is based on a bottom-up parsing principle. These same methods were
used in the Elliot ALGOL translator and the first PflSCflL compiler iWirth,
197?].

The code generator part of the translator generates object code
while'the analyser is busy analysing the program. It does not maintain
extra data structures like translator stacks and parse trees. The code
generator employs a tree-walking technique to achieved the translation. The
tree-walking technique will be discussed in detail in the next section.

The translator as a whole is composed of a number of mutually
recursive procedures. Each procedure Is capable of translating one kind of
source program fragment and each procedure can generate a variety of
different kinds of object code fragments depending on the structure of the
source code fragment presented to it.

To visualize how the procedures of the translator are related to
each other, we show in figure 5.1 the dependence diagram of the procedures
in the translator.

The translator supports only those features supported by PflSCflL-S
and procedures as parameters. It is written in C language.
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4.3 Tree-oraIking Technique of Translation

Before we proceed with the discussion of how the technique works, we
shall first consider some of the terms that will be used in the discussion.
We shall refer to a

subset of

the program

as a

fragment of a program

(sometimes referred to as code fragment). In a PASCAL source program, It
may be a declaration, a statement, an expression, or any other subset
comprising the program. Also, we shall refer to a subset of a fragment as a

sub-fragment. Note that a fragment in some cases may also be a sub-fragment
of

another

fragment

of

the program.

For

example,

an expression

is

considered a sub-fragment of a statement and in some cases we also consider
it a fragment in itself. Lastly, the term undecomposable component refers
to parts of the program that can not be divided into sub-fragments and
which require the translator to generate an equivalent object code, e.g.,
the variable 'x', the operator '+', etc.

The technique will answer the question of how to generate the code
and not the question of what code will be generated for a particular
program fragment. The latter question will be answered in later chapters.

The basic principle behind the tree-walking technique Is to have a
correct translation of the most basic or undecomposable component of a
source code fragment. Since a fragment of a program is simply composed of
sub-fragments which eventually are composed of undecomposable components,
translating a fragment then Is achieved by simply translating Its basic
components. This would consequently require the translator to be able to
decide whether it is dealing with a decomposable or undecomposable fragment
of a program. However, such will not be a problem because by examining the
tokens returned by the scanner, a decision can certainly be made.

To illustrate the technique, we consider an example and see

how

translation can go on. Take for example, the statement

X

:=

X +

i;.

Ue shall refer to the left component of the assigment as the destination
and the right component as the source of the assignment. The analyser.

which Is based on a botlom-up parsing principle, will

recognize the

statement as an assignment statement after scanning the assignment operator
(':='). Since the fragment is identified as an assignment statement, the
translator

knows

that

it has

to

translate

the destination

of

the

assignment. It does the translation by generating the equivalent object
code of that destination,

i.e.,

'x', and proceeds with the syntactic

analysis of the source of the assignment. Further, the procedure that
handles the translation of an assignment statement knows that the source of
the assignment can take only one form and that form Is an expression. So
knowing the form, it invokes the procedures that handles expressions. Now
that ihe control is in the procedure handling expressions, it has to decide
what kind of expression it is. The scanner, again, will give the answer
after returning the token for ' + *. Rnd since the operands of addition are
undecomposable,

equivalent

expression. The deli meter

object

code

will

be

generated

for

the

will signal the end of the expression and at

the same time the end of the assignment statement. Thus the translator is
again ready to translate another fragment of the program. The cycle Is
repeated until it encounters the token that signals the end of the program.

4.4

Reverse PoIi sh Me thod o f EvaIua t i ng Express i ons

fin expression is probably the most used PflSCflL source code fragment.
It is a sub-fragment of almost all PRSCBL statements. Rs such, we discuss
the method employed by the translator in translating PflSCflL expressions.

The method. Reverse Polish, converts the expression in postfix form
<also called Reverse Polish form). In a postfix form of an expression, the
constituents of the expression, i.e., variables, constants, etc., are In
the same order as the original expression but the operators are re-ordered

to comply uiith the operator precedence rules of the language. The best way
of visualizing this rearrangement is to see examples of expressions and
their corresponding postfix form. Below are some of these examples

Express i on

Pos t f i x Form

a - b + c • d / e

a, b,

c, d,

e,

<a + b) * <c / d)

a, b,

c, d,

*

a • b

a, b,

c, d,

>

> c - d

+

There are several ways of converting expressions to their postfix
form and generating object code from them. One waij/ is to build a tree with
the nodes consisting of the constituents and operators of the expression^
and touring the said tree In postorder. The second way is to store the
constituents and operators of the expression In a stack <in postfix form^
of course) and pop them one at a time generating object code each time.
Rnother way is the method used by the translator described earlier. The
method does not store the constituents and operators of the expression in a
data structure like a tree or a stack. Instead the translator generates
object code whenever a constituent of the expression is returned by the
scanner. But if what is returned by the scanner is an operator, it decides
whether to generate object code for the operator or remember the operator
(because It has lower precedence) for later code generation.

CHAPTER 6

TRftNSLflTING PflSCflL DECLARATIONS
AND UARIABLES

The

PASCAL

declaration

Is

divided

into

5

parts:

the

label

declaration, the constant definition, the type definition, the variable
declaration, and the procedure (and function) declaration. The first three
parts do not require object code to be generated but rather they are a
source of Information which will be useful In generating .object code for
the Succeeding part of the program. They will be discussed in more detail
In Chapter 10. The translation of the last two parts of the declaration,
the variable declaration and procedure declaration,

Is primarily

the

subject of discussion of this chapter.

A variable In PASCAL may be in the form of an entire variable, a
component variable, or a referenced variable. Indirectly, the translations
of these variables will be discussed together with the way they are
declared. Uoriables could also be classified In terms of where in the
program access to storage allocated to them Is made. This clasification is
local and non-local variables. Translation of local and non-local variables
will be discussed in the last two sections of this chapter.

6.1

Translating Uarlable Declarations

The

varioble

declaration

part

of

a

PASCAL

program

Is where

association of an identifier and/or a data type with a new variable is
made.

The data type of a variable determines the set of values that can be

assigned to It at run-time. On declaration of a new variable,

It Is

necessary that enough space be allocated

in the stack to hold the value

that wlli be assigned to the variable. How much storage it needs will
depend on the type of the variable and how it will be accessed in the
program.

In the succeeding sections, we shall be concerned with translation
of the declaration and access to variables of the following types: standard
type, scalar type, structured type <porticulorly, array type) and record
type.

6.1.) Translating Standard Type Uariables

The standard types are those types provided by most computer
systems. They include whole numbers, logical truth values, set of printable
characters, and in some large systems floating point numbers. PflSCflL
provides four standard types. These types are the integer twje, boolean
type, character type and real type.

The integer type comprises the subset of whole numbers whose range
is implementation dependent. The smallest storage that con be allocated in
the stack for an Integer type variable is a SLIM cell. This suggests that
the equivalent instruction of those variables declared with integer type is
the SLItl's hi instruction.

The boolean type can assume only the values true or false. The
PflSCflL standard states that a true value should be internally represented
by the value 1 and the boolean value false represented by the value 0. But
these internal representation of boolean values will only become important
when comparing two boolean values, I.e., a true value is greater than a

false value. On the other hand, SLIM's Internal representation of false Is
0 cmd true Is -1. ñ boolean value of 1 in SLIN is undefined. So to avoid
further problens, we represent a true value by -1 and just negate it when
doing the comparison between boolean values. This incompatibiI ity between
PflSCfiL and SLIM will be resolved In the section on translation of boolean
expressions.

Although the possible boolean values will actually fit into one byte
of

storage,

for

faster

access

and

uniformity

of

variable

access

instructions, a cell of storage is used to allocate stack space to a
varlcibie of type boolean. Hence, the translation of a boolean type variable
declaration is Ml. Of course, this decision is not sound when implementing
PfíSCñL In a computer with a limited memory. But for a translator whose aim
is to cut as much as possible the time required to compile source programs,
the translation of boolean type variables might as well be the same as the
other standard type variables to avoid a test being carried out at compile
time before generating object code for standard type variable declarations.

The character type comprises the set of all printable characters.
The set

of characters

recognized by

the machine and

the internal

bIt-strings used to represent the characters are machine-dependent. But
most machines use what is now becoming the standard character set and
bit-string encoding, the Rmerican Standard for Information Interchange
(RSCII) code.

Uariables of character type are similar to boolean type, I.e., their
internal representation fits into one byte of storage. But for reasons
similar to why a cell of storage was used to allocate a variable of boolean
type, character

type

Identifiers

are

allocated a

cell

of storage.

Similarly, a stack space is allocated to a character type variable by the
SLIM Instruction Ml.

The last standard type varioble

is the real type. It denotes a

subset of real numbers, specifically It comprises the floating point number
of the machine. This ti^e is also implementation-dependent like the integer
type, but unlike the integer type it usually requires at least 32 bits of
storage.

This makes the translation of real type variables dependent on

the SLIM cell size. If

the SLIM cell size Is 16 bits, allocation of

storage for the variable will require the instruction M2 and if its 32 bits
or more the Ml instruction will do. In the succeeding discussions, it is
assumed that the cell size is 32 bits; thus a real type variable will
require a eel I of storage.

To summarize the SLIM code necessary to allocate storage spaces to
standard types, we take an example declaration and write opposite it the
SLIM translation.

Example:
PfiSCflL
var

SLIM

count:

integer;

Ml

found:

boolean;

Ml

letter:

char;

Ml

root:

real;

Ml or M2 <if cell size < 32)

The Initial values of these variables Is whatever Is stored In the
cell allocated to It when the declaration is made. This is satisfactory
since the PRSCRL standard states that the initial value of a variable is
undefined until an assignment statement which assigns a value to it is

executed. But some Implementations override this specification of the
language and set the initial values of variables to a certain value. This
extension will require more than one instruction. Note that SLIM allows
only transfer of data from the accumulator to memorg, and vice versa. To
Implement the extension then will mean generating the L and P instructions.
Using the same example as above^ the translations with the extension will
then be
PRSCRL
var count:
^
found:
letter:
root:

SLIM

integer;
boolean;
char;
real;

Initial Ualue

LO P
LO P
L'»S P
LO.O P

Zero
False
Space character
Zero.

Access to standard type variables can well be

illustrated by

considering examples of PRSCfU. statements and their SLIM equivalents. Below
is a summary of access instructions for the standard type variables:
PflSCflL
count := 100
found := true
letter := 'C
root := 1.25

SLIM

Type

L100 S<count)
L-1 SCfound)
L'C S<letter)
LI.25 S<root)

Integer
Boolean
Char
Real

The operand of the store instruction is equal to the address of the cell
reserved

for

the

variable

during

its declaration.

Of course,

the

computation of the operand depends on what kind of identifier it is, i.e.,
local, non-local, etc.

6.1.2 Translating Scalar Type UaricibIes

ft scalar

typa by ctofinition

is an ordQr«d s«t of values by

enumeration of the identifiers which denote these values. The declaration
of a scalar type variable Introduces not only a ne« variable, but at the
sane time a ne« set of constant

identifiers. For example, a declaration

number: <zero, one, two);

introduces the scalar type variable 'number' and at the same time the set
)

of constant idontifiors, 'zaro', 'on«*, 'two' whosa integer valuos or« 0,
1, and 2 respectively. These values are assigned according to their
position In the enumeration. It is then obvious that scalar type variables
can assume only whole number values and would require one ceil of storage.
The SLIM Ml instruction therefore is the translation of the declaration of
a scalar type variable.
Bccess to scalar type variables then, is no different from access to
standard type identifiers. To illustrate this, we consider the declaration

day: <mon, tue, wed, thur);,

access to the variable 'x' can take any one of the following forms:
PftSCflL

SLIM
LO S<day)

day := mon;
day := tue;

LI S<day)

day := wed;
day := thur;

L2 S<day)
L3 S(day)

«here 'day' in the store Instruction Is the address of the cell allocated
to variable 'day'.

6.1.3 Translating Array Type VaricrtjIes

Rn array is a structure consisting of a fixed nuinber of components
with each component having the saine ti^^ i.e.^ array of integer^ array of
record, array of array, etc. fin array is a randoia-accessed storage area
indexed according to the value of the subscript. Access to an element of
the array is an expensive business. It involves the calculation of the
)

address of the element to be accessed. It is this expensive nature which
lead to the developi&ent of several methods of accessing an element of an
orray.

Iwo

calculation

commonly

used

and

indirect

the

methods are

the multiplicative

access via

pre-calculated

subscript

vectors

of

addresses. The translation of an array declaration will depend entirely on
which method is used.
The two methods of translating an orray declaration and access to an
elem«it of an array will be discussed in the next two sections. The
suitablity of each method for trcaislating PRSCRL arrays will also be
discussed.

6.1.3.1

Indirect Access Uia Pre-calculated Addresses Method

Me sha11 d i scuss i nd i rect access v i a pre-caIcuIated addresses method
of accessing an element of on array by first considering how translation is
carried out

for a

two-dimensional

array and generalizing

n-dimensional array (with n greater than or equal to 1).

it to an

The setting up of a two-dimensional

array (rmxm2> is done by

allocating enough storage for the vectors pointing to the rows of the array

where b is the current stack offset, and then enough storage for the
elements of the array

LE<b+<mi+l)+<mj*m2+1)) P
>

Letting

a " b + mi

and

= b + <mi + 1) + <mi • «2 +

the vector of addresses which points to each row of

the array

i n i t i aIi zed by

for : « O t o m ^ ~ Idoali] : « v ^ + m 2 * i.

This setting up pf the array should be done during array decioration.

After setting up the array correctly, the translation of

is

a[i, jl

w

IS

SLIM
La P Li PLH L!H

Comment
Load address of the row
where aliJ] is

P Lj PLH L!H
P

Load address of a[ij]

Lw
SH

Load w

Push it onto the stack
Store « in aliJ 1

and the translation of

w : = a I i, j 1

is
SLiil
La P Li PLH L!H

Comment
Load address of the row
where a[i J ] Is

P Lj PLH L!H

Load address of atijl

L!0

Load vaIue of a[i J ]

Sw

Store it in w.

Now, consider an n-dlmensional

array <mixm2xm3x

... xm^) where

mj=hi¡'loj+l, hi; and toj are the upper bound and lower bound respectiualy
of the i'th dimension, b as the current stack offset, the element size of
the array equal to one,

and assuming a backward growing stack. The SLIM

code necessary to allocate space to the elements of the array and the
vectors of addressess are the following:

Space f o r the vector of addresses
LE<b+mt+l) P M<int+1)

11]

LE<b+<ifi|+l)+<mi*in2+l)) P H<ini»in2+1)

121

LE<b+<mi+1)+<ini*m2+1>+<roi*in2*m3+l)+ . . . +(m^*in2*in3* . . . •lOn-P^

Space for the n-dimensional array
LE<b+<m 1+1 ) + C m 1 )+<mi*m2*m3+1 >+ . . . +Cin^•m2*m3* . . . »Wp))

Uhich neons that the t o t a l number of c e l l s necessary to allocate storage to
an n-dimens IonaI array <with element size equal to one) is

m^+<m|*m2)+<m^*m2*m3)+ . . . +<m^*m2*m3* . . . ""m,^) + n.

A f t e r a l l o c a t i n g enough storage to the array and to the vectors of
addresses

necessary

to

i n i t i a l i z e d . By l e t t i n g

a

V2

= b+m|+lj

access

this

array,

these

vectors

have

to

be

the pointers are Initialized by the following:

for i « 0 to m p 1 do a[i]

v^+ift2*i

for i = 0 to m^*m2-l do v^ii] :=
for I = 0 to

do

V3+i»4*i

for ¡:= 0 to ini*m2*m3* ... •»n-r^ ^^

== " ^ n - '

which can be translated to SLIM and is described in Chapter 8. Figure 6.1
shows part of the stack after allocating storage and initializing the
vectors of addresses.

Array Ele-me-nts
•/VW

Fig. 6.1 The •¿••tack aiter the declaration oi ani\-dimeiuE!ioi\al
•array. The aooess method «sed is the indireot access via
pre-caicr.r.lated addresses nwthod.

After setting up the array correctly, the SLIM code for accessing an
element of the array will then be
PRSCRL
- /«n^

w

a[i

SLIM
^

¡2, <3^••w'n^

Comment

La P Ll^ PLH LIH

Load all)]

P Li2 PLH LIH

LoadV{[i2]

P LI3 PLH LIH

Load

P Lin PLH LIH

Load address of

P
Lw
SH

Push it into the stack
Load w
Store w in

La P Li ^ PLH LIH

Load a[i

P Li2 PLH LIH

Load Vi[i2l

P Li3 PLH LIH

Loadv2i'3l

P Li,^ PLH LIH

Load address of

LIO

Load content of

8w

Store

"nJ

in w.
Ue should note that array indices in PflSCflL can be in the form of an
arithmetic expression.

Uhich

is why, with

the

translator

described

Cone-pass), the Instructions PLH LIH are necessary and the set of
instructions Li PLH LIH can not be represented by an equivalent instruction
Lli.

Indirect access using the pre-calculated addresses method of array
access is known for its speed in accessing an element of an array. But in
exchange for the speed, it requires an amount of memory that increases
s i gn i f i can11g w i th the d i mens i on of the array.flsi de from memory usage, one
should also take careful consideration of the overhead Introduced by the
initialization

process.

The

initialization

process

itself

involves

one-dimensional array access. Certainly, this method is ideal if your
machine has enough memory to hold the vectors of addresses.

One possible inconvenience in using this method for PflSCflL array
access is when an array is passed by value to a procedure. Ue should note
that when an array is passed by value, the whole array including its
vectors of addresses have to be copied to the called procedure. But, since
the addresses computed during

the

initialization of the array are

applicable only to the procedure where it is declared, the initialization
procedures have to be redone in the called procedure.

6.1.3.2 Multiplicative Subscript Calculation Method

The multiplicative subscript calculation method of accessing an
element of an array was first used in FORTRAN. The method works by
transforming an mixm2xm3x ... xm,^ array, say a, Into on equivalent
one-dimensional array with m^xm2xm3x ... xm^, elements. Instead of using n

indices to access cm element of the array, the n Indices are used to
calculate the one index <call it newindex) that tells the relative position
of the element to be accessed in the equivalent one-dimensional array. The
transformati on can be carried out by simplifying the ecjuation

address of all¡2'>3/•• .¡n^ = address of 0110^,102,103,... ,lo„l
+ <1 plop*m2*m3* ... *rop

+ < i 2~ 102 )*m3*m4* ... •m,,,
+ < i 3-103 )*ffi4*ro5* ... •m,^

+ <in-IOn)

to

address of at i i2, is,... Jn^
= address of aI0,0,0,...,01
+ < ... (<(<<1

where loj and hij are the lower bound and upper bound respectively of the
i'th dimension,

mj^hi j-lof-f 1 is the size of

the

i'th dimension. A

requirement in using this transformed formula Is to know the values of the
terms of the formula at run-time, i.e., address of a 10 0,0, ...,01 and n-1
values of mj

It does not really matter whether a[0,0,0,...,01 foils

outside the bounds of the array since the formula is interested only in its
address and not its content.

To take advantage of this transformation, there should be a way of
knowing, at run-time, the lower and upper bounds of the array and the
address of aI0,0,0,...,0]. These values are known at compile time, although
some of them are not known directly but they can be derived by a
computation. One way of making these values available at run-time Is to
store the Information required right before or after the array. This
storage for Information about the array is what is commonly known as the
dope vector. With the dope vector, part of the stack after an array
declaration Is shown In figure 5.2.

array eletnents
a[0..0 0]

dope vector
tdj lOjm- id 2lo.-. m.

hi. lo,, m,,

—V-—4-j-v
j^-v^

Fiy, b.2 The stack after tti^ declarationoi ati ti-dittiet'isiofual
•array. The access method used is the ttir.rltiplicative
sf.cbscript calcr.dation method.

Since the transformed formula consists only of the address of
a[0,0,0,...,01 and the length of each dimension, and of course the indices,
one may wonder why the dope vector contains the lower and upper bounds. The
usefulness of storing the bounds will become obvious in the section on
subscr1p t checkIng.

PflSCflL allows the passing of an array by value to a procedure. It
should therefore be arranged that the information in the dope vector be
position independent, i.e., wherever the array is copied in the stack the
dope vector should be able to provide the correct information for accessing
an element of the array. This could easily be arranged by changing the

entry on the address of al0,0,0,...,01 for It is only the position
dependent information in the dope vector we considered so far. Note that
the address of al0,0,0,...,0] is true only to the procedure where it is
declared. To make sure that the information in the dope vector is position
Independent, the address of al0,0,0,...,0] can be replaced by Its offset
from the first cell of the storage allocated to the array. Since the size
of arrays in PflSCRL is static, this information will always hold true
wherever the array is copied. The address of the zeroth element then can be
calculated by adding this offset to the address of the said first cell.

First, let us consider the case where an array has two subscripts,
i.e., a two-dimensional array <m|xm2). The declaration of the array will
require the following code to be generated:
L<7+mi*m2)
PLhl^ PLIo^ PLm^
PLhl2 PL 102 PLm2
P M<mi*m2>
After allocating enough storage to the array, assuming a backward
growing stack, the translation of

all, J] := w

IS
SLIh
La SEI

Comment
Load address of the first cell allocated to
the array and store it in El

P L!0

Load offset of a 10,01 (note thai the offset
is in the said f i r s t eel I>

P

Compute address of aIO,OJ and push i t into
the stack

LO

Clear the accumulator in preparation for
the computation of <i*m2)+j

P LI +H

Load I

P LIE1 LI-6

Load m2

*H

Compute ¡*m2

P Lj

Load j

+H

Compute ¡*m2+j

+H

Add (¡•m2+j^

P

Push i t onto the accumulator '

Lw

Load w

SH

Store w in a C i J 1

address of a10,0]

and the translation of

w := a l i , j 1

IS

SLIM
La SE1

Comment
Load address of the f i r s t ceil allocated to
the array and store i t in El

P LIO

Load offset of a 10,01 (note that the offset
is in the said f i r s t c e l l )

+H P

Compute address of a 10,01 and push i t into
the stack

LO

Clear the accumulator in preparation for
the computation of <i*m2)+j

P Li +H

Load i

P LIE1 L ! - 6

Load m2

*H

Compute i*m2

P Lj

Load j

+H

Compute ¡*iB2+j

+H

Add (¡•iii2+j) to oddrQss of «10,01

L!0

Load content of a l i J )

SUP

Store all J ) in w.

Now,

consider

an

ffij=hl j-loj + l, hi j and
the i'th dimension, b

n-dlmenslonal

<injxin2xro3

...xm^)

where

loj are the upper and lower bounds respectively of
is the current stack offset, sjdope«<3*n)+1

number of cells occupied by the
fields

array

In each element

of

Is the

dope vector, e--slze is the number of

the array, and a backward

growing stack

is

assumed, flilocation of storage to an array then would mean generating the
following SLIM code:

L<s-jdope+m^»««m2*™3* •••
PLhii PLIoi PLmi
PLhi2 PL102 PLro2
PLhl3 PL 103 PLm3

PLhl,^ PLIOn PLmn P

It Is then obvious that the number of cells required for array access In
this method is

<3*n)+1+<<m^*m2*m3* ... •mn>*e-sl2e>

which is much

less

than

what

is

needed

by

the

Indirect

access

via

pr«~calculaittcJ oddrtsses Method. Furthtr, no initialization of victors
takes place in this eethod.

However, In consequence of the siMller storage requireeent, access
to an element of an array requires extensive coiiputatlon of the address of
the element at run-tiee. This can be sho«»n by the SLIM code necessary to
access an element of an array using the multiplicative address calculation
(see beloe).
PRSCflL

8LtH

Comment

La 8E1

Load address of the first cell allocated to the
array and store it somewhere, in this case El

P LIO

Load offset of aI0,0,0,.,.,01 from the said
first cell

*H P

Compute the address of aI0,0,0,...,01 and push
it into the stack

LO

Clear the accumulator in preparation for the
computation of
<.. .<<<1 l»m2Hi2>^>+i3.. .*m„)+in

P Lit +H

it

P LIE1 LI-6

m2

•H

ii*m2

P Li2 +H

<ii*m2)+i2

P LIE1 LI-9

ma

P Lin +H

<...<«!

+H

.. .*mn>*\n
+ l*i « address of QI\U\2

P
Lm

Push result into the stock
Load m

SH

Store « in o t i ¡ 2 ' • ^ n ^

in^

PR8CRL
M

oli^, l2, ia,

SLiH

in'

CoMnent

La 8E1

Load address of the first cell allocated to the
array and store it soeeehere, in this case El

P LIO

Load offset of aC0,0,0,...,0] froe the said
first cell

+H P

Coepute the address of a[0,0,0,...,01 and push
it into the stack

LO

Clear the accueulator in preparation for the
computation of
<...«<it*ii2)+l2)^«3>+l3

P Lit +H

\\

P LIE1 LI-6

12

•H
P Li2+H

<li»i»2)+l2

P LIEl LI-9

»3

•H

P Lin +H

<...<«li»ii2>+»2>^>+i3 •

+ «n i*'

+H

ai0,0,...,01 + [•! = address of aCii, 12/ • • Jn^

L!0

Load content of at 11,12^3/ - -Jn^

S«

Store it in m.

The eel I having the address El is a general purpose storage used for
temporary storage of VKxIues. It was introduced priMrily to facilitate
translation involuing arran^. Its introduction »ill becoM »ore ieportant
later, »hen subscript checking is introduced into the translation of an
array.

6.1.3.3 Subscript Checking

The values of the subscripts of an array are usually known at
run-ti»e. Moreover, they can ossuee values thot lie outside the allowed
range.

Uhen this happens, the execution of the prograe is unpredictable.

It nay access »rong values, or at »orst, it »ay try to »rite to a part of
MHRory not allocated to it. To avoid this sort of problei, subscript
checking »ay be i»ple»ented.

Subscript checking »ay be carried out at run-ti»e, although to so»e
extent It can be done at coeplle tl»e, e.g., when the subscripts are
constants. The check can be carried out by coeparing the subscripts with
the bounds specified during declarotion. If the subscripts lie outside the
range, the execution of the progran should be aborted.

Again, since »ost of

the checks »ust be done at run-ti»e,

arrangements »ust be »ade to »ake the bounds accessible at run-tl»e. In the
case of an i»pleMentatlon where »ultiplicative subscript calculation is

used for occfoslng cm array, checks can be carried out iMnediately because
array bounds are available In the dope vector. But In the case where
Indirect access via pre-^lculated addresses Method

is used, extra

instructions Must be added to the existing Instructions necessary to
allocate storage to arrays. To be able to do subscript checks, the
declaration of an array using Indirect eethod via pre-calculated addresses
eethod is extended to the following:
Space for the vector of addresses
LE<bHif-fi) p n(Ri)-i.i)

cn

l-E<b+<Bit+1>+<ei«ii2+1)) P M<1|*»2+1)

121

Space for the n-dieenslonal array

P M<in<Hii2*e3* ...
Space for the dope vector
Lhit PLIot
PLhl2 PLI02
PLhl3 PLI03

PLhIn PLIOn P

Subscript checking can be inpleMnted by generating the SLin code
SLiM

CoMKnt

P P
PLhi <H
F<?1
92: L2 Ci087 D1 Q
91: Llo >H
F93
Jt2
93: LH

Moke teo copies of the index
Is the upper bound < the index?
VesI Send error Message and quit
Hoi is the loiver bound > index?
Vesi Send error eessoge and quit
Nol Restore value of the accueuiator

iMiediately after the translation of an index of an array.

The translation of an array eith subscript checking for the two
methods can be suMiorized as follows
Indirect Rccess Uia Pre-calculated Rddress Method
PRSCflL
«ih, 12, I3.
SLIM

in'

"

CoMMnt

La P Lif
Start of subscript check
P P PLVn LI-1 <H

Is hit < It ?

62: L2 Ci687 01 Q

VesI Send error Message and quit

91: Lvn LI-2 >H

Is lo^ > i^ ?

F93
Jt2
93: \J\

Vesi Send error inessage and quit
Nol Restore wlue of accuMJiator
End of subscript check

PLH LIH

Load

P LI2
SutMicript check of ¡2
P P PLWf, LI-3 <H
FM
L2 CI087 D1 Q
M : Lvn L!-4 >H
F96
JK
: LH
PLH LIH

End of subscript check
Load V)[i2l

P Li3
Subscript check of {3
P P PLvn Li-5 <H
Ft?
«8: L2 Ci087 D1 Q
«7: Lvn L!-6 >H
Ftg
jee
tO: LH

End of subscript check

PLH LfH

Load ^2113]

P Lin
Subscript check of i^
P P PLVp L!-<2*n-1)
<H
Fe<3»<n-1)+1)
«3»<n-1H2>:
L2 CI687 D1 Q
i<3»<n-1H1):
Lvn Ll-<2»n) >H
Fi<3»<n-1)+3)
je<3»<rv-l>+2>

e<3*<n-lH3): LH

End of subscript check

Pl-H LIH

Load address of cili

P

Push It Into the stack

L«

Load m

SH

Store « in a l h , I2J3-• • J n l

12»•

• ^n^

nultiplicatlMe Subscript Calculation Method
PRSCflL
IP

alii, »2»

^n^

SLin
La SEI

CoMMnt
Load address of the first cell allocated
to the a r r a y j n this case El

P LIO

Load offset of aI0,0,0,...,0J fron the
said first eel I

-^H P

Compute the address of a[0,0,0,...,0]
and push it into the stack

LO

Clear the accuMilator in preparation for
the computation of

PLI1
Start of subscript check
P P PLIE1 LI-1 <H

Is h¡i < l| ?

Ffl
92: 12 CI687 01 Q
• 1: LIE1 LI-2 >H

Ves! Send error eessage and quit
Is loj > l| ?

F93
J<í2

Ves! Send error message and quit

t3: LH

Load value of
End of subscript check

+H

if

PLIE1LI-6

»2

•H
P Li2
Subscript chtck of ¡2
P P PLIE L!-4 <H
F94
tS: L2 CIG87 D1 Q
M : LIE LI-5 >H
Fi6
J95
LH

End of subscript ch«clc

+H

<ii*i»2Hi2

P LIE1 L!-9

«3

»H

«lt»ii2>+l2>Ni3

PLin
Subscript check of i^
P P PLIE1 Ll-<3#<n-1)+1)
<H
F® <3*<n-l)+1>
•<3»<n-1)+2):
L2 CIG87 01 Q
LIE1 LI-<3»<n-1)+2) >H
Ft<3»<n-1>+3)
9(3*<iv-1>+3>: LH

End of subscript check

•fH

Compute address of all

P
Lw

Push It Into the stock
Load m

SH

Store • In all J, I2J3* • •^n^

i2,in'

Rn alternative way of Inpleienting subscript checking in SLiU is to
•rite a procedure which «Ml do the ched^. This procedure can then be
Incorporated in tl>e SLitI library routines.

To be »ore specific, the procedure ee mentioned is a procedure with
two parameters. The first parameter Is tlie Index of the array and the
second Is tlie address of the first ceil allocated to the array. The address
of the first cell allocated to the array Is enough to make the bounds of
the array accessible to the procedure.

In this method^ the amount of code necessary to be generated to
translate

an

array

with

subscript

checking

can

then

be recfcjced

significantly. But this alternative method involves the Instructions C
<procedure call) and R (procedure return) which are simulated by several
lines of target machine's assembler code. Thus the ci>eck might be slower
compared to the original check we mentioned. To Illustrate the reduction«
Instead of the translation
P P PLIE1 L!-1 <H

m

W : L2 CI087 D1 Q
ei: LIE1 L!-2 >H
J92
«3: LH
we have the equivalent translation using the desclbed procedure os
P
PLIE1 CIGk D2
LH

rkike a copy of the index
Pass the parameters and call the procedure
Restore the value of the accumulator.

The call to a procetfcr« iron the SLIM library routines, e.g., CIGk D2, «III
be discussed

in «ore detail in Chapter 8.

Rlthough subscript checking «ill aluost double the object code
necessary to translate a source prograi fragment Involving array access,
Most inpleeentations Incorporate the check for it can save the prograeeer
many hours of frustration.

Rfter this section, translation Involving arrays «ill usually be
presented using only one method, the multiplicative subscript caiculotion
method and «ithout subscript checking.

0.1.4 Translating Record Type Variables

R record structure, like an array, Is a structure «ith a fixed
number of components. But the components, unlike an array, can be of
different types. Indices in records, called record offsets, are of fixed
size.

Rs for any other identifier type, identifiers declared to be of
record type require storage space to be allocated. To set up a record is no
different from the set up procedures of the types that compose the record
itself. In fact, «hen an identifier is declared «ith type record, the
translator «ill examine the components of the record and call the routines
necessary to allocate space to the component. The translator does not have
any special routine for translating the declaration of a record type
variable. To illustrate this point, consider the foilo«ing declaration

type

r«cd1 s rtcord
a1: integer;
b1: arrag[1..51 of chat;
end;
nicd2 s record
02: char;
b2: arrcigl-l..n of real;
c2: recdl;
end;
recd3 » record
03: recd2;
b3: (one, two, three);
end;

vor id: recd3;

spoce ollocotion to this declorotion, i.e.,

vor id : recdS;

con proceed os for the declorotion
vor: o2:
b2:
o1:
bl:
b3:

chor;
orroyI-1..11 of reol;
integer;
orrogI1..5J of chor;
(one, two, three);.

But, of course, «hen it cones to occessing this storoge spoce, the two
declarations are different. Figure 6.3 shows a snapshot of the stack after
the declorotion of vorloble 'id* os recd3, i.e., vor id: recd3. The figure
ossuiies o forword growing stock.

a3
c2
d2

1—I—I—I—I—r
b2
J

1

1

\

T
ai
I

L

J

1—i—I—I—I—I—r
Jbl
b3
1—I I I I i—L

Fié- 6.3 The stack ai ter declaring a variable as reed 3.

ftcc«sslng cm • l M « n t of a r«cord is «ore afficlcnt than accessing cm
element of cm crrog. This effieciencg con be ascribed to the fact that
record offsets are l^noim at conpile tine «hi le array subscripts are mostly
know* at run-tiine. The table below shows some exaiRples of translations
involving record access using the declaration given above. Before the
exanple, a sunmanj

of record offsets

is presented

to help explain^

indirectly of course, some of the translations.

Declaration

Record Offset

type recdl • record
al: integer;
b1: arrayI1..5J of char;
end;
recd2 « record
o2: char;
b2: arrayl-l..11 of real;
c2: recdl;
end;
recdd " record
a3: recd2;
b3: <one, two, three);
end;

0
18

Excmples:
PflSCflL

8LIH

m :- id.03.02
ld.o3.o2
«

Lid LIO 8«
Lid P Ui 8H

m :- id.bS
id.ba
m

Lid -18 LIO 8«
Lid -18 P L« 8H

m
id.b2[n
id.b2(1)
m

Lid -1 P 8E1 LIO -»H P LO P LI -Hf '»H LIO 8«
Lid -1 P 8E1 LIO -»H P LO P LI -^H -ffi P Lw 8H

9
id.c2.o1
¡d.c2.a1
«

Lid -6 LIO Sm
Lid -6 P L« 8H

m :« id.c2.b1I51 Lid -6 -1 P 8E1 LIO +H P LO P L5 +H +H LIO 8«
id.c2.bits]
m Lid -0 -1 P 8E1 LIO 4H P LO P L9 -HI +H P Lw 8H.
Rgoin, «tt str«ss th« inportonc« of th^ cttll «hoso oddross is El. It
is in this type of tronsiotion where it is most useful, i.e., records
hoMing array coeponents. Note that if you include subscript checking to the
translation of 'm

id.c2.b1(5]\ you «ill end up coeputing the address of

'id.c1.br which is 'Lid -6 -1' to access the bounds of the array. But
since that address is stored in El after it was coeputed the first tine,
accessing the bounds can then be done by just loading that stored address
<LIE1> and indexing to access the cells «here the bounds are stored. To
ilústrate

this, we rewrite

the

translation of

*w

ld.c2.b1C5]*,

Incorporating subscript checking, with and without the temporary storage.
El.
Pn8CaL
w

id.c2.b1I51

UithEl
Lid -6 -1 P 8E1 LIO
•H P LO P L5

HlthoutEl
Lid -6 -1 P LIO
+H P LO P L5

/» Subscript Checks Sicrls »/
P P PLIE1 LI-1 <H
P P PLId -6 -1 LI-1 <H
Ftl
F«1
•2: L2 CIG87 D1 Q
t2: L2 CI087 D1 Q
• 1: LIE1 LI2 >H
91: Lid -6 -1 LI-2 >H
F93 J92
F93 J92
•3: LH
93: LH
/* End of Chocks •/
4H •«•H LiO 8«
-H^ 4.H LIO Sm
TKe use of the ienporcry storogft,

«ill oven becone nore useful

«hen the fores of the record tgpe Mcrioble ere nore coeplicated. One
exaeple of such a fore Is

a.bIi»4+8J.cCj+81.dl71,

MIthout the temporary storage <E1>, translating this fore of a record
Moriable and incorporating subscript checking «III entail euch code to be
reeeebered and later generated.

6.2 Translating Procedure Declarations

The procedure declaration part of a PASCflL progran, like the prograM
itself. Is treated as a block. But unlike the prograe, it Is a block «Ith
foreal parameters (appearing as variables local to it. It is composed of a
program heading and a block. The block part in turn consists of the
declaration and statement parts. The declaration part of a procedure is
exactly the same as the program declaration discussed earlier. The
statement part «ill be the subject of discussion of Chapter 8. In this
section therefore, «e shall be concerned «ith the translation of the
procedure heading and other matters not co^«red by the declaration and
statement parts.

The heading of the proceAre is divided into three ports: procedure
no»«, fonwl porcwetors, cNxi result type. The result type being present
only ehen the procedure returns a value, i.e., in PftSCflL it is declared as
a function. Belo« is a suMMry of the translation of each part of a
procedure heading.
Part

SLIM

procedure naiMi

l^entry:
foriMl paraeeters

result type

CoMMnt
Is not really necessary, but was
Incorporated to eake the code
readable
Entry point of the procedure

0»

m is the nueber of foriMl
forwxl parcNMters

HI

Rllocate space for the general
purpose cell, El, used for
translating arrays

Ml

Rllocate space for the function
identifier, E2. Generated only
«hen the procedure is declared os
a function.

The computation of the nuisber of fomal paraMters, m,

is dependent

on the amount of storage required to store the parameters. This amount of
storage Is known for each kind of parameter. Firstly, a parameter may be a
value parameter, in which case the amount of storage required mill depend
on the type of the variable. I.e., standard type requires one cell of
storage, array type's requirement depends on the method used for accessing
its elements, etc. The second kind of parameter is the variable <var>
porameter. It only requires one cell of storage; storage for the address of

the variable. Finally, procedure parai^ters which require two cells of
storage; one for the entry point and another for the value of the static
link.

Uhen a procedure Is declared as a function. It Is assuMd that the
procedure returns a value. Further, the function Identifier Is treated as a
variable local to the procedure and is «ihere the value to be returned is
stored. FroM the translation of the heading, «e n o U that «hen a procedure
Is declared as a function, the second Ml Instruction Is generated. This Ml
Instruction allocates storage space for the function identifier. N o U that
in PRSCRL assigmnent to a function identifier is legal, hence the storage
space.

The asslgnnent to the function identifier can be done anyehere In

the body of the procedure. To iiake sure that the value assigned to the
function identifier is returned, the LiE2 instruction is generated before
the end of the procedure.

Exanples of translations for a procedure that returns a value
<function> and one that does not return a value (procedure) are given
below.
Procedure
PflSCflL

SLIM

procedure naiie<

fnaee"
»1:

a: integer;
var b:integer;
procedure c >;
begin
{ procedure body )
end;

D4 HI

Function
PfiSCflL
function

SLIM

ncme(

^'none'
t1:
a: integer;

vcr b: integer;
procedure c

D4
>: real

ni

ni

begin
{ procedure t)ody }
ncMe

1.23

LI.23 SE2

{ procedure bodg }
end;

LIE2

in the procedure that is decicred as a function^ note the instruction LiE2
at tlie end of the procedure body. Such an instruction ensures that the
value is returned by the procedure.

Rfter this section, tlie tern procedure will usually refer to both
procedures that return values and those that do not.

6.3

Translating Local Access to Variables

Locoi variables ore variables declared in a procedure and accessed
eithin the body of the procedure

itself. Aside froe variables that are

declared in the declaration part of the block, there are the paraeeters and
function Identifier which in PASCAL are treated like local variables.

Translations of local variables depend on the relative position of
their storage in the stack. Me can illustrate ho« translation can proceed
by considering the following PASCAL procedure and its tronslation:

function locaKa: lnteger;var b: Integer): Integer;

(?1: D2 Ml Ml

var c: Integer;

Mt

d: Integer;

Ml

Our picture of

the stock after o coll

to this procedure and

execution of Its declaration part Is shoim In figure 6.4

u

H

lûcsl

Fié- 6.4 The Mack ai ter the execution oi the declaration
oi imiction 'locar.

The local envlronnent of function 'local* Is E^^ so that all accesses to
local VKarlables will use the value of E«.

The SLIM

link In figure 6.4 consists of 5 cells. The B entry

contains a pointer to the nai»e of the procedure. It Is particularly useful
«hen an error occurs because it provides the rvofwis of the proceckres cal led
before the error. In the succeeding chapters mm shall be assueing a SLIM
lepleeentation with 5 cells In the link (sinilar to the SLIM link in
figure 6.4) and a stack that grows backward <unlike the stack In figure 6.4
ivhich grows forward).

To illustrate how to access the variables then, we continue the
exaiple
begin
local
LIE-5

+ b
+ c
+ d

LIE-4 L!0
LIE3
LIE4
SE2
LIE2

ftnd;
Uhat M

+H P
+H P
+H

should nota In this excmple Is the translation of th« paraMter

'b*. The translation Is quite different because 'b' was declared as a
viarlable (mot) paroMiter and therefore what is passed to the cell allocated
to 'b' is the address of the cell ifhere it Is stored. Hence, loading the
value of 'b* in the accunulator eeans loading the cell oddress where It is
stored and Indexing by 0, i.e., LlE-4 LIO.

Translation of local variables of array and record type are carried
out In the sane iioy. To Illustrate the translation, ee use the saee
example, but with all the variables and parameters declared as an array
with one element, i.e., array[1..1] of type.

Bgain, we show In figure 0.5 the picture of our stack after the
execution of the declaration part is complete. Each array in the stack
occupies 5 cells <1 cell for the element of the array and 4 cells for the
dope vector).

N/
a

b

Fi^. 6.5

U

B

K

Er

C

local

c

V

The stack alter the execution oi the declaration

oi ittnctiou "local'. The variables a, h, c, aiid d are
declared as an array.

d

-

Consider an excmpie statemmt and its translation b«lo«.
begin
local
aCn
+ b m
^ ctn
* din
end;

LE-10 8E1 P LIO +H P LO P LI +H +H LIO P
LIE-4 8E1 P LIO+H P LO P LI •H+H LIO +H P
LE3 6E1 P LIO 4H P LO P LI 4H 4H LIO 4H P
LE8 8E1 P LIO 4H P LO P LI -fH 4H LIO
*H
8E2
LiE2

It should be observed that, in the translation of the variables, the first
Instructions reflect the kind of local variable. I.e., paraiMter, function
Identlfer, and locally declared variable.

6.4 Translating Non-local Access to Variables

Variables declared in a procedure and accessed in procedures nested
in It are called non-local variables. Usually, access to this variable
requires at least »ore than one instruction. In extended SLItl, accessing a
non-local variable is basically the s a m as occessing a local variable,
except that you must specify which E register to use. Specifying lihlch E
register is done by generating a U instruction taking as operand the
difference In textual level of the procedure «here the variable is declared
and the procedure ifhere It Is accessed. The rest of the translation is
siellar to local variables.

Ue, again, appeal to an exanple to illustrate how the translation of
a non-local variable can be carried out. Consider the following procedure
declarations and their translation

PBSCRL

SLIM

procedure one;
$"one"
DO ni
var ci1,b1: integer
Ml Ml
proce<fcre 1«PO;
$-t»O"
f2: DO Ml
var ci2,b2: Integer;
Ml Ml
procedure three;
$-three" W : DO Ml
var ci3,b3: Integer;
Ml Ml
begin
03
02
* b1;

U1 LIE2 P
U2 LIE3 -^H
8E2

end;
begin
end;
begin
end;
Of liffortonce is the translation of the variable 'bl*. N o U that it is
declared in procedure 'one' and is occessed in procedure 'three*. Since the
textual level of procedure 'one' is two levels shallower than procedure
'three*^ therefore the operand of the U Instruction that is necessary to
access variable 'bl' is 2. Hence the translation U2 LIE3. Note that a
negative operand to the instruction U is iepossible.

CHRPTER 7

TRflNSLRTINO PftSCRL EXPRESSIONS

PRSCRL «xprisslons or« constructs denoting rules of conputation for
obtaining values bg application of operators. Its prieary constituents are
constants, variables, eleiMnts of a data structure, or results of function
cal Is.

Typical PRSCRL expressions are aritheetic expressions and boolean
expressions. Rritheetic expressions are expressions «hose results are
numbers. Nueber results can be integers or real numbers. Host often,
orlthmetic expressions are used to set the value of a variable, i.e., used
in assignaent statements. R boolean expression, on the other hand, yields a
boolean value, i.e., either true or false. Boolean expressions are used by
most of PRSCRL's basic control constructs like repeat statements, «hile
statements, etc. They are sometimes used in assignment statements to set
the value of a boolean type identifier.

7.1 Operator Precedence

Rs in other high-level languages, PRSCRL expressions obey operator
precedence. In cases «here an expression is composed of arithmetic and
boolean expressions, arithmetic operators al«ays have higher precedence
over boolean operators. Moreover, arithmetic and boolean operators also
folio« precedence rules among themselves. Me summarize PR8CRL*s precedence
rules by listing the operators in order of descending precedence.

Operators

Prlorltg

< )

1

Description
Grouping operator

flrithietic Operators
Integer
Reql
div, nod

/

-

-

Boolean Operators
not
and
or

Negate operotor
nultlplglng operators
Bdding operators

5
6

7
8

Logical not operator
Logical and operator
Logical or operator
Relational operators

Operators having the sane prlorltg are evaluated fron left to right.

7.2 Description of the General Method Used bg the Translator

The translation of expressions to efficient object code has aleags
been the objective of nost coepiier writers. But the fullfiiliient of this
objective depends nostig on two factors. These factors are the design of
the translator and the nuRtber of registers available in the target Machine
that can be used for evaluating expressions.

Consider two translators of different designs: the first Is a
translator that bui Ids a parse tree and generates object code fro«the said
tree and the second Is a translator that generates object code directig
froe the source code. The first tgpe of translator has soee Knowledge of
the fore of the expression that it has to translate. This knowledge enables
the translator to select an optleal path In the tree so as to generate the
Most efficient object code for the expression. In this tgpe of translator.

howwtr, «xlra tiM Is spent on building the parse tree and toiring It. The
second type of trcmsqltor avoids the overhead of building and touring the
parse tree. But, this means having no knowledge of the fore of the
expression. Usually, the translator has to contend with the generation of
object code that works for all cases. Further, code generated this «ay Is
usually sub-^tleal, although it can also generate optieal code but only
for very sinple expressions.

The availability of registers In the target Machine that can be used
for evaluating expressions is another factor for generating efficient
object code for expressions. Usually, the rule is - the i»ore registers
available In the target eachine, the eore efficient the translation of
expressions can be. Hith eore registers available, translation could
proceed by dividing the expressions into as eony sub-expressions as
possible and evaluating each sub-expression using one separate register.
This avoids the overhead of storing the result of one sub-expression to the
eeMory to alio« evaluation of the next sub-expression.

Unfortunately, our translator and target Machine is very different
from the ideal translator and target eachine described for generating
efficient object code for expressions. The translator, as described
earlier, is a one-pass translator generating code directly froe the source
code. The target inachlne, SLIM, has only one register, the aecueulator,
available for evaluating expressions.

The Reverse Polish eethod of evaluating expressions seeM to be the
Most appropriate «ethod to use for the translator described and 8Lin as the
target lochlne. The stack and the accuwilator is used to hold ualues of the
expression's constituents to enable expressions to be converted to Reverse

Polish for».
Some exoRtples of expressions and their Reverse Polish fore ore given
below.
Express I on

Reverse Po 11 sh Fom

a - b + c » d /e
<0 + b) • <c / d)
a • b >c - d

a, b,
Q, b,
Q, b,

c, d,
e, A +
c, d, A •
c, d,
>

The Mthod ivorks slellcr to the shunting eethod In a railway
network. It moves the contitutuents of the expression to the stock and
reineebers the operator in order. Every tliM the translator receives an
identifier

froe

the

scanner,

it decides whether

to evaluate

the

sub-expression using the value in the occunulator (where the value of the
Identifier is) and the value on top of stack as operand, or to store the
value of the identifier for later evaluation. If it decides to evaluote, it
uses the

latest reeeebered operator to evaluate the values in the

accumulator and the top of stack delivering the result In the accumulator.
The top of stack, of course, is decremented by one. In case it decides to
store the value of the identifier (because the operator following it is of
lower precedence), then it pushes the value in the accumulator into the
stack and loads the value of the Identifier into the accumulator.

Perhaps, the method will become clearer after investigating where
the values of the constituents of an example expressions, a+b*c««c+d, during
translation are stored.
Expression

Accumulator

a
+

a
a

Stack

Operator

•

8Q
b

b

a

+

•
c

b
b*c
a+b^c
CI+b*C
c
c
c+d

a
a

», •
+

»
c
+
d

ss
»

a+b*c
a+b»c
ci+b»c

»
»

Q+b*c®c+d
7.3 TranslatingflrithRnticExpressions

Ue hov« discussed the general Method of translating expressions.
tkm, «e shall see ho« this method fits with the actual translations of
PASCflL expressions to SLItl.

Suppose

'a' and

'b' are the first tiio, in that order, local

variables of a procedure. The translation of soee siiiple arithiMtIc
expressions Involving 'a* and 'b' and one of the arithmetic operators can
be suRunarized as follows:
CoHUiutative Operators
a* b
a « b
Non-coeeutative Operators
a - b
a div b

8Lil1
LIE2 P LIES -i-H
LIE2 P LIE3 *H
8Lin
LIE2 P LIES PLH -H
LIE2 P LIE3 PLH /H

To illustrate the translation of more coeplex expressions involving 'a* and
ee show the exaeple expresson, a + b dIv a - b • a, and Its
translation.

go
Expression

Translation

a

LIE2

+

P

b diM a

LIE3 P LIE2 PLH /H
+H
P

b • a

LIE3 P LIE2
PLH -H

The constituents of on arithmetic expression nay

OSSUM

real and

integer values. In this case, PftSCflL folioes soee sieple rules of resolving
the type of the final result of the expression. Ue sunnarize these rules by
listing the possbible values of the operands and the result of each
expression involving these operands.

Left Operand

Right Operand

Result

Integer

Integer

Integer

Real
integer
Real

Integer
Real
Real

Real
Real
Real

The SLIH instruction

(FLORT) is used to conform with PRSCRL*s

rules on result types. Below are examples for each possible values of the
operands of an arithmetic expression and hoe the SLin

Instruction

<FLORT> is used.
Expression

SLIM

10 * 10

L10 P L10 *H

10.0 » 10

L10.0 P L10 •: «^H

10 / 10.0

LIO P L10.0 PLH «: «/H

10.0 - 10.0

L10.0 P L10.0 PLH •-H

There ore cases irtien the operorKte ore Integer type and the expression is
expected to be of real type. For exanple

a

10 + 10

«here 'a* Is declared to be real, this can be resolved by adding SLin's •:
<FLOflT> operator at the end of the expression, i.e.,

L10 P L10 +H »: SE2.

7.4 Translating Boolean Expressions

Boolean expressions are expressions invfolving relational operators
or

logical operators. Expressions

involving relational operators are

translated in a sieilar manner to arithnetic expressions. But, expressions
involving logical operators are usually translated differently to t<Ae
advantage of the fact that the value of a boolean expression can be
established by Knowing the value of at least one of its sub-expressions.

Suppose 'a' and 'b' are the first and second local variables of a
procedure. First, ive shall suMiarIze the translation of boolean expressions
involving 'a' and 'b' and one of the reiationoi operators.
Relational Operators

SLIM

Coeeutatlve
a s b
a <> b

LIE2 P LIE3 «H
LIE2 P LIES ^»H

Noir-coimutative

Mhat M

a < b

LIE2 P LIE3 PLH <H

a > b

LIE2 P LIE3 PLH >H

a <« b

LIE2 P LIE3 PLH <»H

a >= b

LIE2 P LIE3 PLH >=H

should observe fro« this s u M K r g is that the translation given for

non-cooMMtatlve relational operators «III not always be correct i»htn the
type of 'a' and 'b' are boolean. Note that SLIH uses 0 to represent false
and

to represent true and therefore a true value Is less than a false

value. PRSCRL, on the other hand, uses 1 to represent true ehlch eakes a
true value greater than a false value. Using the translations above, «e
shall run into trouble when 'a' or 'b' assmne opposite values. For exaeple,
if 'a' is true and 'b' is false, the r ^ l t of the expression 'a < b' is
true, «here in fact It should be false since true is greater than false. To
avoid the problee, special code is generated when the type of the operands
is boolean.
generated

Instead of

the

previous

for boolean expressions

translation, the

involving

fol loving are

non-coeeutative

relational

operators with boolean operands.

Hon coeeutoti ve
Relational Operators

SLIH

a < b

LiE2 - P LIES - PLH <H

a > b

LIE2 - P LIES - PLH >H

a <- b

LIE2 - P LIES - PLH <-H

a >- b

LIE2 - P LIE3 - PLH >-H

The new special translation negates the values of the operands. This would
eake all true values to be in accordance with the PflSCRL specification,
i.e., true Is 1. It would not, however, affect the false values, since the
negative of 0 is still 0.

Next, M

consider the translation of boolean expressions Involving

logical operators. As nentloned earlier, translaton of this tvjpe of boolean
expressions is handled differently to reduce execution tlee «hen the value
of at least one sub-expression Is knoim. The cowMin «ay of doing this Is to
Include Juiping code to skip part of the expression that does not change
the final value of the expression. In the case of PftSCflL, code to skip part
of an expression can only be done ehen the boolean expression involves the
logical 'and* or logical 'or* operators.
that boolean expressions

The PflSCflL specification states

involving a logical 'or* operator yield a true

value if either or both of the operands are true. Boolean expressions
involving a logical 'and' operator, on the other hand, yield true If both
the operands are true. Below «e shoe a s u M o r y of expressions Involving
logical operators and their translation.

Logical Operators

SLIM

a and b

LiE2 F«1 P LiE3 /\H «t:

a or b

LIE2 Til P LIE3 \/H 91:

not a

LIE2

Note tlxit the translation

includes the juaiplng code. But «hen *b' Is a

function cal1, the Jumping code, i.e.,

F9label ... 9label: or T9label ... »label:,

is not generated. This eust be done because a function call may produce a
side effect, e.g., it iiay nodify the value of a non-local variable, such
that execution of it is necessary. Hence, in this case, i.e., the second
operand of the logical expression is a function call, translation «ill be
sieilar to boolean expressions Involving relational operators.

CHflPTER 8

TRflNSLflTING PflSCflL STftTEMEHTS

PRSCaL stateMmts can b« divided into i«o groups according to th«ir
composition: sinple and structured statemnts. Sinpit statownts are
constructs containing no other statenents; ehiie structured stateeents are
stateeents which nau be executed in sequence, e.g., coepound stateeents,
conditionally, e.g., IF and CRSE stateeents, and repeatedly, e.g., UHILE,
REPEAT, and FOR stateeents.

This chapter «ill shoe the translation of PRSCRL stateeents to SLIM.
It «ill discuss

in detail the translation of assigneent statements,

procedure statements, IF statements, CRSE statements, HHILE statements,
REPERT statements, and FOR statements.

8.1 Translating Assignment Statements

Rssignment statements in PRSCRL tal^ the general form

destination

source.

The translation of assignment statements involves the calculation of the
address of the destination and vnalue of the source. Computing the value of
the source may also involve an address calculation. The computation of
oddresses «hen the destination of an assignment is of array and/or record
type ivere discussed in Chapter 6. Uhat this section aims to do is to
present a more specific example to illustrate most of the forms of
assignment statements and ho« they can be improved at compile time.

Consider the declaration
type reed » record
rl: integer;
r2: integer;
end;
vor a: integer;
b: integer;
c: array(1..n of integer;
d: r'ecd;
Rssuning local access, soee of the legal assigmnent stateiMnts that can be
constructed frost the declaration and their corresponding translation is
suMMrized below.
PR8CRL
a

b

a
cCn
a
d.r2
c[1]
d.r2
d.r2
cill

SLIM
LE2 P LIES 8H
LE2
LE2
LE4
LEO

P LE4 8E1 P LIO -141 P LO P LI -141 LIO 8H
P LEO -1 LIO 8H
8E1 P LIO 4H P LO P LI -».H 4H P LEO -1 LIO 8H
-1 P LE4 SE1 P LIO +H P LO P LI •H +H LIO 8H

One thing noticeable about the translation of assignment stateMnts abov«
is the li^x>rtant role the top of stack plays in the translation, it is used
to hold results of the conputation of the address of the destination and
the value of the source (which also involve the conputation of the oddress)
of the assigniAent.

The translation of ossignaent stateaents having an entire variable
as destination, e.g., o

b, can be ieproved at coNipite tiMe. Note that

the translation of the destinotion of the assignment

LE2 P

SH

can also be «ritten as

8E2.

Incorporating this iRproMttMnt in the exanpie, «e then get
PRSCf*.

SLIM

a :« b

LIE3 SE2

a
a

LE4 SEl P L!0 +H P LO P LI +H •H LIO 8E2
LEO -1 LIO 8E2

clll
d.r2

which saves two instructions per assignment statement.

Rssignoient statements involMing subscripted v«ariables like

clll

d.r2

mill require a more complicated optimization technique to get a reasonable
Improvement. One technique Is discussed In chapter 10.

8.2 Translating Procedure Statements

Procedure statements are commonig known as procedure calls. Theg are
statements that serve to execute the procedure. R procedure statement
consists of a procedure name and^ in some cases^ actual parameters. Rctual
parameters^ if they are part of the call^ should have a matching type and
number with that of the formal parameters of the procedure declaration.

PBSCRL

supports

three

kinds

of

procedure

calls;

call

to

a

user-defined procedure o r function, call to a standard procedure, and call
to a standard function. In the succeeding sections, translation of each
kind of call «ill be discussed in detail.

8.2.1

Translating Calls to User-Defined Procedures

n call

to a user-defined procedure nag be nade eith or without

parameters. The presence of parameters, of course, depends on hoe the
procedure was declared^ i.e.< if it wos declared with one formal parameter
then it should be called eith one actual parameter.

First,

«e

shall

consider

hoe

a

call

with

no

parameters

is

translated. This translation eill have to proceed with only the procedure
name and information in the symbol table to work with.

Since PRSCRL supports non-local variables, it has to set the value
of its static environment before the actual call is made. This value, the
static environment, can be set

by knoeing

the difference between

textual level of the procedure ehere the call

the

is made (caller) and the

textual level of the called procedure (callee). Rssunlng there are five (S>
cells in the stack link, the static environment of the procedure can be set
by the user by generating one of the following 8LIH instructions.

Difference in textual level

SLIM

<cailer - callee)
-1

UO LEO

0

LIE-4

k <k>0)

Uk LlE-4

Ue Mentioned in Chapter 3 thot UO is on instruction that does nothing. In
the cose «here the difference in textual levels is

LEO should have been

enough to set the the static environnent of the procedure. But, LEO alone
«ill load a cell address and will cause problems in bgte addressable
Machines «here the static environnent is stored as a Machine address.
Extended SLIH uses the UO instruction to slgnoi that the value to be loaded
is tlie Machine address of the leftmost byte of the cell. It should
therefore be generated bg the conpiler.

After the static environnent of the procedure has been set, the SLIM
call (C> instruction follows. The call instruction con take t«o different
operands depending on ho« the procedure is declared. The call instruction
May take the forM

Cientry or CIE-k.

In the first fore, tentry is the entry point of the procecM^. It is the
same as the label generated during procedure declaration, i.e.,

procedure test;

$"test" ©entry: DO Ml.

The second fom of calling a procedure is used only «hen calling a
procedure that «as passed as a parameter. The E-k is the address of the
cell «here the entry point of the proceckre is stored. The offset Is
negative because it «as passed as a poraneter and thus is found before the
SLin link.

Finally, SLIM requires that the number of actual parameters be

suppMttd during a procecKire call, Th« SLIM (pseudo) Instruct I on

DX8000

CQK\ be used to supply this value, i>hirt X8 (X iMons that tht nunbtr Is In
hcxodtcliKil fomat) is ustd bg SLin to indicate that the static environoMnt
is sat by the user and 000 <oiso in httxadecimal) indicates the nueber of
actual paraneters.

ñccordingly «e consider the following procedure declarations and
calls with their corresponding translations to i I lustróte ho« calls with no
paraneters are translated.
PflSCflL
procedure one;
procedure two;
procedure three;
begin
one;
tivo;
end;
procedure threeb;
begin
three;
end;
begin
three;
end;
begin
end;

SLin
rone" «1: DO ni

$"teo" §2: 00 HI
I'three" (3: 00 HI
U2 LIEM Cf 1 0X8000
U1 LIE-4 CV2 0X8000
I'threeb** t4: 00 ni
LIE-4 Cf3 0X8000

UO LEO Cf3 0X8000

The call to a procedure with parameters is sieilar to a call eith no
paroHMiters except thot the parameters ha«^ to be pushed first onto the

stack. The vpalues of the actual poraMters to be passed «III depend on the
type of the corresponding foreal porcweters. The parameter nay be Q value
parameter, variable <var) paramiter, or a procedure paranieter.

Rs the name implies, value paraneters pass the value of the
variables. This aeans thot if the paraneter is declared as an array or a
record the «hole data structure is copied to the poraeeter area <in the
stack) of the procedure.

The second type of parameter is the variable <var> parameter.
Uariable <var> parameters pass only one value to the called procedure. This
value Is the address of the cell where the variable is stored. If, however,
the parameter ms declared as an array or record

then only the address of

the first cell allocated to the data structure is passed.

Final ly, a parameter may be a procedure parameter. In which case the
static environment and the procedure entry

Is passed to the called

procedure.

The data instruction following the call instruction must Indicate
the number actual parameters. For example, a call to a procedure with 13
parameters will require the data instruction DX800D.

Now, consider an example where all the types of parameters occurs
and their translation.
PflSCflL
program parameters(output);
type vector » arraylO..11 of integer;

8Llh

MOT i: integer
a: vector;
procedure possC

l-poss- §3: Oil m

k: integer;
x: vector;
ver I: integer;
ver g: vector;
procedure pcm);
begin
pom;
end;
procedure passee;
begin
end;
begin
possi

0/
passee);

end.

LIE-5 CIE-6 DX8000
I'possM" H : DO ni

LIE2 P
1^3 SEI
LIEI LIO P LIEI LM P
LIEI Li2 P LIEI Li3 P
LIEI Li4 P LIEI LIS P
LE2 P
LE3 P
Ll§9 UO PLEO P
UO LEO C93 OX800B
I: n: Dt4

Note froe this example how calls to a procedure passed as a paraeeter^
i.e., parm, are translated.

8.2.2 Translating Calls to Standard Procedures

Host of PflSCflL's standard procedures deal elth input and output. The
actions of soee of these standard procedures can already be handled by soee
of the existing SLIM library routines. For other standard procedures which
are specific to PftSCflL, the best «ay of eaking thee available is to «rite

these proceckres and Incorporate tr>eii In the SLIM library routines. This
qV^oudi «111 M k e the translation of standard procedures uni fore. The saee
approach will be considered in the discussion below.

The call to a standard procecKjre has a slight difference froe that
of a call to a user-defined procedure. In a call to a standard procedure,
the user does not bother about setting the static environment of the
procedure. This eeans a translation of at least one Instruction less than
the translation of user-defined procedures. The entry points of these
procedures are globally known and their values (of entry points) can be
accessed through the 8LIN 0 register.

The general fomat of the cal I to a standard procedure is

Lp) P Lp2 P ... Lpp) ClOk Dn

vhere p|'s are the parameters, Gk Is the address of the cell ifhere the
entry point of the procedure Is stored and n is the nurt)er of actual
parameters. The (pseudo) instruct I on that supplies the Information about the
number of actual parameters, i.e., Dn, does not contain the flag 'X8' and
thus SLin Knows that the i/alue in the accumulator is a parameter and not
the value of the static environment. It is Interesting to observe that
these reduce to the standard procedure call used when translating BCPL to
SLIM.

Again, we shall appeal to an example to have a broad sweeping view
of the translation involving calls to standard procedures. Consider the
following program and translations of the standard procedures in it.

PRSCflL

sLin

progrott slndproc<Input, output);
const iPd = 12;
d p » 3;
var I: Integer;
r: real;
c: char;
b: boolean;
begin
readln( 1,

LI CI684 01 SE2
L3 CI084 01 8E4

r);

L2 CIG84 01 8E3
LS CI084 01

•rltelnC string
b,
I,
1: «Ki

LI94 CI005 01
LIES PL10 CIG80 02
LIE2 PL10 CIQ71 02
LIE2 PL12 CIG71 02
LIE4 CIGCO 01
LiE3 PL 15 PL6 ClOOg 03

r: wd: dp);

LIE3 PL12 PL3 ClOOg 03
CIG07 00

$ t4: 0- String -

end.

The exanpie shows that the translation of standard procedures with
several paraMters is being done by translating its equlvaient set of
statements with one paraeeter. Mote that in PflSCflL, the statement

readln<i, c, r);

has the sane actions as the set of stateeents
read<i);
read<c);

reader);
reodlnj.
The translation, If one noticed. Is nuch like this equivalent set of
stateaents.

Another leportant observation froe the example is the use of default
values In the translation of the output stateeent eriteln. Note for
excmiple, the translation of the part that writes a real, I.e., erlteer),
the translation Introduces the default field width of 15 and nueber of
decieai places of 6. These values, according to PRSCfL specification, are
inpleiiientation dependent and are the lepleeentor's choice.

One of the dangers in using nunbers to represent standard procedures
is that theg nay not be the sane fron one SLIti inplenentation to another.
So, since nost of these routines are written in BCPL, we show the
equivalents of these PBSCAL's standard procedures in BCPL hoping that the
equivalent nana in BCPL does not change.
PfiSCflL
readin( i,
r);

preadd)
pread(3)
pread<2)
pread(5>;

wrItesC string -);
pwritbCb, 10)
writedCI, 10);
wd
writedd, 12);
(w^chCc);
c,
writefp<r, 15, 6);
r.
r: wd: dp); writefp<r, 12, 3);
newlineO;

writeinC string '
b.

Connent

BCPL

// read an integer
// read a character
// read a real
// sl^ip until newline character
// write a string
//write a boolean
// write an Integer
//write a character
// write a real
//

a newline character

The procedures that start with

are PRSCfiL specific procedures.

They have to be written and Incorporated Into the SLIM library routines.
The

procedures which start with

also use sone of the existing SLIM

1Ibrary routines.

The example given above does not show the output Inconpatlbl i 1 ty
between PR8CAL and SLIM. 8Lin will only flush the output buffer when It
encounters a write a newl ine character and if one does not cone. It outputs
nothing to the screen. PRSCRL, on the other hand, has to flush the output
buffer everytime a write statement is encountered. To illustrate the
problem, consider the same example, but this time using a 'write* statement
instead of

'writein*. To avoid

the problem caused by the output

incompatibility between PRSCfK. and SLItI, the translation of a 'write*
statement should be followed by an instruction which will flush the output
buffer. Hence, the translation of

the

same

example with 'write*

statement Instead of 'writein' is
writeC string
I,
i: wd
c,
r,
r: wd: dp);

L\9A CI005 D1
LIES PL 10 CIG86 D2
LIE2 PLIO CI071 02
LIE2 PL12 CIG71 02
LIE4 CIOGO 01
LIE3 PL19 PL6 CIG09 03
LIE3 PL12 PL3 ClOeW 03
CIG9 00
$ W : 0" string "

in BCPL, this will be
writeC string '
b,

wrItesC string ");
pwrltb<b, 10)

// write a string

// write a boolean

i,
i: wd,

•ritecKi, 10);
writecKi, 12);

//write an Integer

C/

irchCc);
writefp<r, 15, 6);
writefpCr, 12, 3);

//write a character
//write a real

ilushO;

// flush the buffer

r: vd: dp);

8.2.3 Translating Calls to Standard Functions
IX» to the variety of standard functions available in PftSCflL, It is
iepossibie to have a

COMKNI

foreat of translating then. Standard functions

supported by PflSCRL inay return a real, Integer, character, or boolean
value.

Aeong the standard functions, that need special attention is the
translation of Mtheeatical

functions. Matheeatical functions in PRSCRL

includes the sin^ cos, arc tan. In, exp, and sqrt functions. The translation
of these functions can be approached in several ways. One way is to write
the functions themselves and incorporate then in the SLIM library routines.
The translation will then be the sane as standard procedures. But, If your
nachine has existing nathenatical libraries that conpute these functions,
then a routine can be written to nake these Machine's library routines
accessible. This routine can then be incorporated in the SLIM library
routines and therefore translation can proceed as for a standard procedure,
fin exanple of translation using the nath functions in the C library
routines in a UNIX nachine is given below.

Exanple:
PflSCflL
sln<x)

SLIM
Lx P L I M PL1 CI028 03

BCPL
fcallc<x, "sin", 1)

$ M : D-slnTh« rest of the standard functions, except the end of file <eof) and
end of line <eoln> functions, can be translated using SLIM Instructions
that do not Involve a call to the SLIM library routines. These translations
are sumiarlzed below.

Standard Function

SLIM

cibsCx)
sqrCx)

Lx «1
Lx P «»H

abs<n)
sqr<n)
trunc<x)
roundCx)

Ln I
Ln P •H
Lx «.
Lx «+0.5 «.

odd<n)
eolnClrput)
eofdnput)

Ln /»2 CI088 DO
CIG89 DO

ordCc)
chrCn)
pred<c)
succ<c)

Lc
Ln
Lc -1
Lc +1

The variables x, n, and c are of real. Integer, and character type
respectively. The SLIM Instruction

<FIX) is the sane as the FIX

instruction In BCPL and TFWNC Instruction In PflSCflL. Its action Is to
truncate the decinal part of a real value and convert the resulting value
to its integer equivalent. Note the translation of

ord<c> and chr<n),

nothing extra is generated because characters are internally represented by
their Integer equivalents. Bounds checking for chr<n), predCc), and succ<c)
•ere oeitted. The check can be done by generating CI087 DO after the

translation given above for the functions. The set of instructions Ci087 DO
is a call to a routine in

SLitI library routines that handles error

checking.

8.3 Translating IF Stateinents

The decision primitiMe in PRSCflL is the IF statement. It is a
conditional stateirant that executes a constituent statemmt only if a
certain condition, usually a boolean expression. Is true. If the condition
is false, it either executes no constituent statement or executes the
constituent statement following the 'else' keyword.

There are teo basic fonnats for translating IF statements. One
occurs when the 'if keyword does not have a matching 'else', i.e..

If (expression) then (statement);

in iihich case the translation can proceed as

(expression) F ^ (statement) ^k:

The next, of course, is when the 'if keyword has a matching 'else', i.e.,

if (expression) then (statement 1)
else (statement 2);

where the translation is

(expression) Fik (statement 1) J9I

log

ek: (statenent 2)

fkm, consider the following excnple for each cose. In the excnple,
assume 'i' to be the first local variable of a procedure.
PflSCflL

SLIM

if i > 0 then
i :- 1;

LIE2 P LO PLH >H Fil
LI 8E2

if I > 0 then
I
1
else
i
-1;

LIE2 P LO PLH >H F^l
LI SE2
Je2: §1:
L-1 8E2
92:

8.4 Translating CRSE StateiMNits

The second conditional stateinent is the CRSE statement. It can be
viewed as a Multiple IF statement. In contrast to the IF statement that has
a choice of at most

two

alternatives, CRSE statemcuits can have more.

Specificallg, a CRSE statement is a conditional statement that specifies
that the constituent statement whose label is equal to the current value of
the expression In the beginning of the statement be executed.

The general format of a CRSE statement and its translation is
PflSCRL
case (expression) of
c11,
d m : (statement 1);
c21,
c2m: (statement 2);

SLIM
(expression) P Jfl
ill: «12: ... eim: (statement 1) J W
«21: «22: ... «2m: (statement 2) J«4

c31,

c3bi: (statenent 3);

cnl^ . , cm:

(stalenent n);

end;

W l : Ì32: ...

(stalownt 3 ) J M

9n1: 9n2: ...

(statment n> J94

t^: LI CI087 01 Q

// s«nd an error
// and quit

ei: L<«i*n+1) 7S
0«3
Ocll

0911

0c12

0612

OclR

D91b

0c21

0621

0c22

0622

0c2n

062III

Ocnl

06n1

0cn2

06n2

Ocn«

0§nn

// default label

64:

Nov, consider the following exanple to see ho« this general fonnat
of a CflSE stateiaent applies to a specific PftSCfl. program. R S S U M that 'i'
is the first local gariable of a procedure.
SLin

PflSCflL

LIE2 P J61

case i of
1, 2;

= 2;

63: 64: L2 SE2 J62

3, 4

» 4;
div 10;

65: 66: L4 SE2 J62

10
end;

67: LIE2 P LIO PLH /H SE2 J62
68: LI CIG87 01 Q
61: L6 ?8

Ill
C«8
01 D§3
D2 D94
03
0^
04 096
010 097
92:

8.5 Translating WHILE Statements

One of the structured statentents that executes a set of statenents
repeatedly is the MHILE statement. Its general fonat is

while (expression) do (statenent).

It continuously executes the statement as long as the expression, which Is
usually a boolean expression,
evNaluated first.

Obuiousiy,

is true. Note that the expression is

the values of

the constituents of the

expression must be modified within the statement if execution is to
terminate.

The general format of the 8 L m translation of a UHILE statement is

9k: (expression) F9t (statement) J9k 91:.

Bgain, consider the following example and its translation. Rssume
that 'I* Is the first local variable of a procedure.
PflSCflL
while I < 10 do

SLIM
91: LIE2 P L10 PLH <H F92:

'

»^

ei:

LIE2 P LI +H SE2 J^l

Me should also observe froa the stateiient and Its translation that It Is
possible for the statement to be not executed at all. In short, the number
of iterations can be zero.

8.0 Translating REPEflT Statements

In constrast to UHILE statements, which evaluate the boolean
expression before executing the statement, a REPEflT statement executes the
statement first before evaluating the boolean expression. This means that
REPEflT statements execute the statement at least once, flnother basic
difference between REPEflT and UHILE statements is the value of the boolean
expression for the iteration to continue. In REPEflT statements, if the
value of the boolean expression is false then iteration continues. But in
UHILE statements, iteration continues only when the value of the boolean
expression is true.

The general format of a REPEflT statement and its translation is
PflSCflL
repeat (statement);
until (expression)

SLIM
fN^: (statement)
(expression) F^.

flgain consider the following cmomple, where *i' is the first local
variable, and its translation.
PflSCflL
repeat

SLIM
91:

' ••=« + 1;
until I > 10

LIE2 P LI +H SE2
LIE2 P L10 PLH >H Fil.

Mote that for the stateaent to termlrKite It should also Modify the
contituents of the boolean expression inside the statement. Of course,
except when the condition is already true before the start of the execution
of the REPEflT statenent.

8.7 Translating FOR Statements

The FOR stateiaent is sieilar in effect to both REPEflT and WHILE
statements, except that It pro<^es a predetermined number of iterations
each time it is executed.

The general format of a FOR statement is

for control

initial to final do (statement);

for control

initial downto final do (statement);

or

«here

'control'

is a

declared

vnariable,

'initial' and

'final' are

arithmetic expressions. The 'to' format Increments the control variable by
1 while that of the 'downto' format Increments it by -1. Further, the value
of 'initial' and 'final' should be evaluated only once and should not be
altered by the repeated execution of the statement.

How, we show the SLIM translation of FOR statements

PftSCflL
for (control) := (Initial) to (final)
do (stateaent);

SLIM
(Initial) S(control) (final) Jtl
«2: (statement)
L(control) +1 S(control) LH
ei: P >=(control) Ti2 M-1

The translation of the 'downto* format is the sane, except that 'control'
is decremented insteod of lncrei»ented, i.e., Ucontrol) -1 8(control)
instead of Ucontrol) +1 8(control) and the comparison Is reversed, i.e.,
<=(control) instead of >=(control).

Again, consider the foilowing exanple, ehere 'i' is the first local
Moriable, and its translation.
PflSCflL
for I
1 to 10 do
erited);

SLIM
LI 8E2 L10 Jil:
92: LIE2 PL10 C1071 CIGS DO
LIE2 -1-1 SE2 LH
i1: P >«IE2 Ti2 M-1

One inportant observation from the translation is that the value of
'control' after the execution of the FOR statenent is equal to ' final'-M.
It should not bother the impleiiientor since in standard PRSCflL the value of
'control'

is undefined on exit fron the FOR statement or even when a goto

statement Is used to force the termination of the FOR statement.

CHflPTER 9

CRERTION AND USflGE OF THE SVI«)L TfBLE

The symbol table is inportcmt In the operation of a compiler. Its
main purpose it to serve as a library of information needed by the compiler
during several stages of compilation. It is used during lexical analysis to
search for identifier names and check whether these identifiers are
consistent with the declaration. During translation. It Is the source of
information ehich determines the l^ind of code to be generated. It also is
responsible for providing information about the amount of storage needed to
be allocated for a particular variable.

This section, however, will be concerned only with the information
stored in the symbol table and its use during translation. The discussion
wilt be based on the following example declaration.
const konstant ^ loo;
type enumtype « (mon, tue, wed);
rekord = record
r1: integer;
r2: arrayl-1..21 of char;
r3: real;
end;
var Int: Integer;
root: real;
bool: boolean;
ch: char;
table: arrayi0..21 of arrayll..3] of Integer;
reed: rekord;
arrecd: arrayC3..51 of rekord;
procedure passCvaluep: integer
var varp: Integer;
procedure procp<procedure Inprocp));

9.1

Contents of the Symbol Table

The symbol table consists of two ports: the identifier name and the
information about the identifier. The information about the identifier
necessary during translation of PRSCflL to SLin contains the following
fields: identifier type <id.type>, element type <element.type>, array or
block reference Carblk^ef), kind of parameter (p.type), textual level
(level), and offset from the environment register (offset). Of course, not
all the fields of the information about an identifier «ill be used during
translation. Some identifier types may use all the information fields in
the table about itself but there are some identifiers that uses only one or
two information fields to get translated. Ue shall be presenting an entry
in the table about the Identifier In the following format

identifier

id.type eiement.type

arblk.xef p-type

level

offset

In addition to the table just described, are two tables that keep
information about arrays and blocks. The additional
Includes the following fields of

table on arrays

Information: array number

(arrays),

element type (element-type), array or block reference (arblk-ref), lower
bound (low), upper bound (high), element size (elm-size), total size
(total-size), and the size of the dope vector (dope-V-size). The table on
block Information, on the other hand. Includes the fields: block number
(blocks), parameter size, and variable size. These two tables can be
accessed using the array or block reference (arblk-ref) field of the main
table.

9.2 Creqtion and Usage of Infornation from Constant Definitions

Since all occurences of the constant identifier will be replaced by
the value it denotes, the synbol table then should contain the value of the
Identifier. Inferring to the example declaration, consider the constant
declaration

konstant = 100;.

The corresponding entry in the syinboi table created for this definition is
identifier id-type element-type arblk-ref p-type level
konstant

constant integer

0

0

1

offset
100

Uhat can be observed from the information in the table is that the value of
the Identifier Is stored In the 'offset* field. This means that the
translation of constant identifiers can be carried out by accessing the
value of the 'offset* field of the entry corresponding to the identifier.
For example, consider the code fragment
1 + 2 •konstant

and its translation
LI P L2 P LlOO » H+H.

Note In the example that the translation of identifier *konstant* is
carried out by replacing it mith the value stored In the 'offset* field.

9.3 Creation and Usage of Inforwitlon from Type Definitions

The example declaration we considered lnvolv>es two kinds of type
definitions. The f i r s t is the definition of an Identifier as an enumerated
type. I.e.,

enuntype » <non, tue, «ed>;

The entries in the symbol table created for this kind of definition are
identifier

id.type

enuntype
mon
tue
wed

type
constant
constant
constant

element.type
emmtype
enumtype
enumtype
enumtype

arblk^ef
0
0
0
0

p.type

level

0
0
0
0

offset
1
1
1
1

1
0
1
2

Note the identifier type of the elements of the enumeration. Observe that
enumerated type elements are considered as constants and their values,
which are

in the 'offset'

field,

are based on their position In the

enumeration. The f i r s t position having a value zero. This suggests that
code fragments like

mon > tue

can be translated using the information in the symbol table as

LO P LI PLH >H.

The second kind of type definition in the example is the record type
definition, fl record type definition stores information about the record in

the symbol table. It stores the amount of storage required for the record
and the record offsets of the record's components. To illustrate this,
consider the record type declaration In the example, i.e.,
rekord = record
r1: Integer;
r2: arrayt-1..21 of char;
r3: real;
end;.

I

The corresponding Information created by the definition in the symbol table
is
identifier

id.type

rekord
rl
r2
r3

type
variable
variable
variable

element,type arblk^ef p-type level
record
integer
array
real

3
0
I''
0

0
0
1
1

1
2
2
2

offset
10
0
1
0

The 'offset* field in the entry for the record identifier. I.e., 'rekord'.
Indicates the total amount of storage required for the record. This value
is used to decide the amount of storage to allocate «phen an identifier is
declared with the record name as type, e.g., var reed: rekord. The 'offset'
field of the entries for the record's components gives the record offsets
of the components and

are used «»hen translating a record type variable.

For example, consider the code fragment

root

and i t s

translation

recd.rS;

LE22 -9 SE3.

Th« translation of th« codo fragii»nt usos th« record offset of r3, ¡.«., In
the translation, 9. Final Ig, the 'orblkj-ef

field of the entrg for the

record contains a value that Is used as an Index to the table containing
Information about the blocks In the progroai. The 'arblkj-ef

field of the

entries for the record's components will only be use if the component is of
tgpe array,

e.g.,

r3,

or

another record.

The use

of

this

field,

' a r b l k - r e f , will be explained In more detail in later sections.

9.4

Creation and Usage of Information from Uariable Declarations

Rslde from allocating storage space to variables during variable
declaration, information must also be kept in order to access this storage
space correctly. The declaration of a variable can proceed in several ways
depending on the type of the variable. But, f i r s t we shall consider the
declaration of standard type variables and the corresponding

Information

created in the symbol table. Consider the variable declaration

int: integer;
root: real;
bool: boolean;
ch: char;

The information created in the symbol table by this declaration is

Identifier

Id-type

element-type

arblk-ref

p-type

level

offset

Int

variable

Integer

0

1

1

2

root

variable

real

0

1

1

3

bool

variable

boolean

0

1

1

4

ch

variable

character

0

1

1

5

Of Inportonce during variable declaration are the values of the 'level* and
•offset' fields. The

'level*

field

is used

in a comparison to decide

whether the variable

is local or non-local. The decision

is iiade by

coinparing the value in the 'level' field with that of the textual level of
the procedure where the Identifier Is used. If the difference Is zero then
it Is a local access, otherwise it is a non-local access. The

'offset'

field, on the other hand. Indicates the offset fro« the local environment
of the ceil allocated to the variable. The translation of variables then
proceeds by using the value of the 'offset' field as the raw operand of the
instruction involving access to the variable. Consider for example the code
fragment

Int

100;

assuming local access, the translation then is

LlOO SE2.

The 2 in the instruction 8E2 came from the 'offset' field of the entry for
the identifier ' i n f .

Next, is when variables are declared with orray or record type. The
most

Important

fields

during

translation

for arroy

or

record

type

Identifiers are the 'offset* and the 'arblk-ref fields. The 'offset' field
gives the offset from the local environment of the first cell allocated to
the data structure. This piece of information is, of course, important when
translating array or record type variables. The second field that plays an
Important role In the translation of array and record type variables is the

'arblkj-ef field. The value of this field Is used as an Index to another
data structure. These data structures, as mentioned earlier, «ill provide
additional information about the array and record. Consider for exatnple the
variable declaration

table: arrayiO..2] of arrayil..3] of Integer;
reed: rekord;
arrecd: arrayt3..51 of rekord;
This declaration creates the following entries in the symbol table
identifier

id-type

table
reed
arrecd

variable
variable
variable

element-type arblk-ref
array
record
array

p-type

2^^

level offset
1

1
1

4*

1
1
1

6
22
32

The values with • are used as indices to a data structure where information
about an array Is stored and values with ** are used as indices to a data
structure where information about a record or a block is stored.

For array type, the value of the 'arblk-ref field is used as an
index to a data structure which will provide Information about the size,
lower and upper bounds, and the dope vector of the array. The following is
the

table

containing

information

about

the arrays

in the example

declaration given in the beginning of this chapter.
arrays element.type orblkj^ef low high etm.^lze total^lze dope-v^lze-l
1

ir
3
4''

character
array
Integer
record

0
3'"
0
3

-1
0
1
3

2
2
3
5

1
3
1
10

8
10
7
37

3
0
3
6

So Infonwtlon about the variable 'table', can be knwm by using the value
of its 'orblk-ref field os an index to the table above. Further, note that
the table of array inforawition also contain an 'arblk-ref field. The
reason is that the eieinents of the array nay also be of array or record
type.

Additional inforiMition about the records defined in the declaration
are provided by onother data structure. This data structure contains
Infonwtion about the size of the record. To illustrate this, we present
the table created for the exanple declaration given at the beginning of
this chapter
blocl^

paraneter^ize

varioble^ize

1

0

0

2

0

66

0

10

4
5

4
2

2
0

6

0

0

9.5 Creation and Usage of Infomation from Procedure Declarations

Uith procedure declarations, we shall be interested in the heading
part. The procedure heading consists of the procedure name and the fonnal
paraHieters. Again, consider the procedure declaration in the exanple, i.e.,
pass< vaiuep: integer; var varp: integer;
procedure procp<procedure inprocp) >;
The entry in the syinbol table created fron the nane of the procedure
is

Identifier

Id-type

element-type orblk-ref p-type

pass

procedure no type

0

4*

level offset
1

4

The none of the procedure Is luportcmt because the seme name Is used when
calling the procedure. Consequently, the Information stored In the symbol
table for the procedure name should provide enough Information to translate
a procedure call. The 'lever field «ill be used «hen setting the static
environment of the procedure. The 'offset* field contains the entry point
of the procedure and the 'p-type* field is used as an index to the table
containing the Information about blocks. I.e.,
blocks

parameter-Size

variabie-size

1

0

0

2

0

06

3
4*
5
6

0
4
2
0

10
2
0
0

Note that from such information stored in the symbol table, assuming 'parm*
is declared

in the body of

ih^ procedure where it is called, the

translation of a calI

parm( int, int,p>;

can be translated directly to (parameters are translated separately)

UO LEO C M 04.

The 4 In C M comes from the 'offsef field and the 4 In D4 Is provided by
the table containing the infonnation about the block, of course through the
use of the 'arblk-ref field. The 0 in the instruction UO is coinputed using
the value in the 'level' field.

The next part to consider in a procedure declaration is the formal
parameter part. The information created for formal parameters is similar to
that for a variable declaration. This is obvious because parameters in
PRSCRL are actually considered as local variables, tkm, «ve show the entries
created by the parameters in the declaration of procedure 'parm*
identifier

id.type

element^type arblkj^ef p.type

valuep
varp
procp
inprocp

variable
integer
variable
Integer
procedure no type
procedure no type

level offset
2

-8

2

-7

2

-6

3

-6

But unlike the entries for variables, where the 'p.type' field is ignored.
In the declaration of the parameters the 'p^type* field has to be set
correctly. The reason, of course, is that ehen parameters are used in the
body of the procedure the translation will depend upon their type. Take for
example, the

following procedure declaration and translation of

statements.
procedure one<

a: integer;
var b:integer;
procedure p);

begin
a :» 100;
b
p;
csnd;

200;

L100 SE-5
LIE-6 P L200 SH
LIE-7 CIE-e DX8000

its

Note thai the translation of each type of parameter is quite different from
that of another.

CHRPTER 10

CODE ItiPROUBIEtfr

There is alnciys rooot for inproveiient of the code generated by a
compiler. In a compiler consisting of a front end that translates to a
cowBon intonwadiate language and a back end that translates to a »achlne's
assemblg language, iwproveeent of object code can be perfoned In three
conceptual places [Tanenbaun, et. al., ig82].

The first place is to do the iAproMeoient in the front end. The
decision to do it in the front end would consequentig require that the
translator be highly specialized. Uhat me nean by a highly specialized
translator is a translator that attempts to generate the best code that It
can possibly generate for a particular source code fragment. Usually this
type of translator is too complicated to construct and thus would require a
high development effort. In addition, such translators «IIIIncrease the
compilation time of source programs because the compiler mill have to carry
out numerous tests to get better object code for a certain source code
fragment. But no matter h o «specialized the translator is, it mill still
miss some possible improvements in the source code fragments translated
separately by the translator. For example, the statements
a := b + c;
d := a + d;
«illbe translated by a highly specialized translator to
Lb • »
Sa• c
La +d Sd.

Obviously, the Ircmslaior falls to detect the possible lnproveiwnt of the
instructions Sa La to simply Sa. To catch these possible iwprovenents,
hofpever, the compiler should do further inkproueMnt on the intermediate
code. This brings us to the second conceptual place, i.e., doing the
i«prove«ent on the Intennediate code.

Since doing the iiftprovement in the front end nay still require
another pass

through

the

intermediate code

to catch every possible

li»provement, it is usually advisable to do all the code improvement on the
intermediate code and merely construct a simple front end translator. In
this way, the development of the translator «ill not involve too much
effort. Moreover, since the intermediate language does not change, the
optimization procedures «III be the same for all front ends or bacK ends.

The last conceptual place is to do the improvement in the back end.
This possiblity seems to be the most profitable. The reason is that if the
objective

Is to catch

all

possible

Improvement

In the code, then

improvement should be done in the code that is finally executed. But, this
«ouid mean that for every new back end, a ne« code improver must be
«ritten. Note that a possible improvement

in one machine may not be

possible in the other. For example,
move.I 4<a1>, dO
move.I dO, 10(a0>
are Motorola 68000 instructions which can be improved to

move.! 4(a1), tO<aO).

But a similar set of instructions in another machine that does not allow

12Q

«ewory to nenory copy, such code con not be iAprov^ed at all.

IwprovoMnt is usually done on the intemodiate code to OMoid the
greater developnient effort In doing the linprovenient in the front end and
the back end. although doing the linprovewent on the Intercediate code «III
not catch òli possible improvement, the difference compared to doing it In
the back end is usually slight. This is because each intermediate code is
usually mapped to the most efficient actual machine code.

There are several methods of improving intermediate code. But, the
succeeding sections will concentrate only on one method, the peephole
optimization technique.

10.1 Peephole Optimization

Peephole optimization can actually be used to improve intermediate
and actual machine code. The method ivorks by looking at a small range of
instructions, at least two instructions, and replacing them by more
efficient instructions. This small range of instructions is referred to as
the peephole. The code in the peephole may be contiguous, e.g..

Peephole

Replacement

8E2 LIE2

8E2

or not contiguous, e.g.,

PeephoIe
LE2 P
... SH

RepIacement
... SE2

The nature of the technique is that the replaceinent code for a sequence of
instructions can be used for further iiiprovwRent. For example,
Sequence of Instruction

Peephole

LiE2 P LIE3 +H
LtE2 PLIES -i-H
LIE2 -t-IES
The

P LIE3
PLIE3 -^H
•fr
IE3

Replacement
PLIE3
•I-IE3

signifies the instruction which follows +H.

One of the aims of code improvement is to improve the code in a
manner that the run-time

improvement

is greater than the overhead

introduced bg the iniprovement procedures at compile time. The next section
will discuss how this objective Is approached by showing several methods
adopted to implement a peephole optimizer.

10.2 Implementation of a Peephole Optimizer

One implementation method was described in Davidson and Fraser's
paper "The design and application of a retargetable peephole optimizer"
[Davidson and Fraser, 1980]. Their method works by examining the pair of
Instructions in the peephole and replacing them, if possible, with one
instruction which has the same action. In case the pair of instruct! ons can
not be reduced to one intruction, the first of the two instructions gets
emitted. The new

instructions in the peephole then are the second

Instruction of the previous peephole and the Instruction iMRediately
following the previous pair of instructions. For example, consider the pair
of PDP-11 Instructions
MOV eR3, R2

ADD «2, R3

which can be replaced by an equivalent one Instruction

MOU <R3)+, R2.

another

Inplenentatlon of a peephole optinizer wxs

Tonenboum's et. QI. paper
Code"

described

"Using Peephole Optimization on

[Tanenbaun, et. al.,

1Q82]. The iMithod was used

in

Intemediate

to

inprovQ the

intermediate code EM. The method uses a pattern/replacement

table. The

table consists of a collection of lines, each line having a pattern part
(peephole) and a replacement part. In contrast to Davidson and Fraser's
approach, which uses a constant number of instructions in the peephole, the
pattern part (peephole) vary in number of instructions. Their method works
by simply constructing the patterns and replacements in advance and these
are

looked up

in the

patterns created by

table

during compilation. To

the replacements,

avoid missing

the method repeats

new

the matching

process until no more match is found. Examples of pattern and replacement
lines are given below.

Pattern
LX

fl

LOC 2

LOC B
MUL

Replacement
ADD

Comment

LOC <fl + B )

Add constants ft and B

LX

Change multiplication to shift

1 SHL

Note that the length of the pattern (number of instructions) varies and the
replacement is not necessarily smaller in length than the pattern. It may
be the same length but the replacement Is known to be executed faster than
the pattern, e.g., the change from multiplication to shifting.

Next, is a method which was used to improve the intermediate SLIM

code generated by the translator described In Chapter 5.

The method used is exactly the sane as the one employed by Davidson
and Fraser, except that the nuinber of instructions in the peephole is
allowed to Increase depending on the kind of source code the translator is
translating.

The extension allowing more than tiK) instructions in soine code
fragiftent Is essential because the tronslator generates code which is
impossible to improve with only imo instructions in the peephole. As an
example of this, consider the code fragment.

a - b

assuming 'a' and 'b' to be the first two local variable of a procedure,
then the translation of the given code fragment is

LIE2 P LIE3 PLH -H.

Using only two instruction in ihe peephole, this can be improved to

LIE2 PLIE3 PLH -H.

But the subsequent translation can be improved to

LIE2 -IE3

if three instructions are used in the peephole.

Below is a sumrnory of all the patterns and their corresponding
replocenents used In the optlnlzer described.
Pattern
J«m 6m:
J9m J9n
P U
P Um Ln
Mm Mn
Mm R
Lm +0, «+0
-0, «-0
•1, «•1.0
/I, vi.o
8Em LIEm
LIEm SEm
R R
PLm PLH <op>H
PLm <op>H

Replacement
6m:
JfNi
PLm
Um PLn
M(m-Kn)
R
L-m <01

8Em
9MC
R
<op>m
<op>m

The »• means that there Is no replacement. In short, the pattern is
deleted. The <op> stands for all dyadic SLIM operators. There are many
other patterns in SLIM that can be improved but i»e showed here only those
patterns «»hich are actually generated by the translator described in
Chapter 5.

The problem of determining the number of instructions

in the

peephole for a particular source code fragment can actually bm decided by
the manner the translator translates the code fragment. Take for example
the same code fragment above. I.e.,

a - b.

and suppose that the translator translates the right operand first, this
iMOuld RMon that only two intructlons In the peephole are enough to i«prove
the code to its best possible for». To Illustrate this point, consider the
translation

when the right operand is translated first. The translation

will be

LIES P LIE2 -H

iiihich can be Improved to

LIE3 PLIE2 -H

and finally to

LIE3 -IE2.

It will be shown in appendix 5 that iht code improver described
introduces a negligible overhead to the compilation of source programs but
improves the execution time by a reasonable amount.

CHfiPTER 11

CONaUSiONS

This project arose fro« a challenge by J. E. L. Peck to the author
to use SLin <which has been used only

in Imp I eaten ting BCPL) as an

Intermediate language for PflSCflL. fl simple answer to this challenge is that
SLIM could be a suitable vehicle for the implementation of PftSCftL. But, a
more

interesting question

is "Horn suitable

is it?". Consequently, the

question "How easy is it to generate SLIM?" could be asked. Section 10.1
will discuss some of the answers to these questions.

Using a new intermediate language in implementing PflSCRL can only be
Justified if It proves to have at least the same run-time efficiency as the
more popular intermediate language P~code. To check this, section 10.2 will
present an execution time comparison of SLIM and the P-machine.

11.1

Suitability of SLIM as Target Language for PflSCflL

Since SLIM was designed as a target language for translation of
BCPL, the suitability of SLIM for PflSCflL can be approximated by looking at
the differences between the two languages and Investigating whether these
differences can be handled by SLIM. Obviously, the differences of concern
will be those features supported in PflSCflL but not in BCPL. It is a waste
of time to look at the features common to both languages because SLIM was
designed for them and therefore must be suitable.

The first difference between the two languoges is the extent of the

environment of a procedure. The environment of a BCPL procedure opart from
global and static variables Is the data segment allocated to It on the
stack, ft PflSCRL procedure environment on the other hand. Is much wider
because it supports non-local variables. But, as shown in Chapter 4, SLIM
could

be

extended

to

be

able

to

represent

the

environment

of

block-structured languages (like PflSCRL) that support non-local variables.
This extension is through the introduction of another cell in the SLIM
link, the U register, and another

instruction, the U instruction. This was

an easy extension to make since it was carried out without affecting the
design objectives of SLIM,

Another difference

is with the standard data types available in the

two languages. BCPL has only one standard data type, the bit pattern.
PASCAL on the other hand, has four: integer, character, boolean, and real.
The difference in standard data types supported by the two languages does
not cause serious problems to the implementor because PASCAL variables and
constituents of PASCAL expressions, where data type matters, are checked at
compile time. This suggests that SLIM can be a suitable target language for
languages that support several standard data types as long as checks of the
data type are carried out at compile time. There is no easy way that SLIM
can check the data type at run-time.

BCPL supports only one structured type, the vector <one-dimensional
array). This brings us to another difference between the two languages.
PASCAL supports not only one-dimensional array but also arrays with more
than

1 dimension

(multidimensional

arrays). Chopter 0

shows

that

multidimensional arrays can be translated to SLIM using either of the two
most common methods of setting up and accessing an element of an array. The

tiK) nethods are the Indirect access via pre-calculated addresses inethod and
»ultlpllcatlve subscript calculation i»ethod. Therefore, SLin can be used as
a target language for languages that support aiultldinensional arrays.

Just like multidimensional arrays, record type structures are not
really supported In BCPL (although there are primitive field selectors),
but are supported in PflSCflL. Chapter 6 shoms that it Is possible to use
SLIM to set up a record structure and access It. SLIM can even be used to
access record structures with inore complicated components like arrays and
even other records. Hence, SLIM can be a target language foh languages that
support record type structures.

The next difference between PflSCflL and BCPL Is the use of arrays
(vectors) as parameters. Passing arrays (vectors) by value to a procedure
is not supported in BCPL. BCPL allows only the passing of vectors by
address. Passing arrays (and records) by value to a procedure requires the
copying of the whole structure to the parameter area (in the stack) of the
called procedure. Using the existing SLIM Instructions, the process proves
to be an expensive one. To illustrate this, consider the following example
PflSCflL
program poss(output);
type vector = arrayCO..11 of char;
var a: vector;
procedure accept(b: vector);
begin
end;
begin
occept(a)

SLIM

$-accept" t3: 06 Ml

LE2 SEl
LIE1 LIO P LIEl Lll P

LIE1 LI2 P LIEI LIS P
LIEI Li4 P LIEI LI5 P
UO LEO C63 DX006
«nd.
Th« number of tiines the address of the first cell allocated to the array Is
loaded In the accumulator seems to suggest that the translation can be
improved.

One «au of improving the code might be to introduce a multiple copy
Instruction in SLIM. The instruction that lie mean is one whose operand Is
the number of ceiis to be copied to the top of stack and «hose starting
ceil address is in the accumulator. The new instruction's action is similar
to load and store subscripted cell (LI and SI) but it uses the top of stack
as the source or destination instead of the accumulator.

Another way of improving the code might be to introduce a new
register to the existing SLIM registers. The register we propose is similar
to an address register of the I1C68000. This means that whenever a load or
store subscripted cell instruction is executed, the starting address is in
this new add^ss register instead of the accumulator. Uith the starting
address in the new address register, the translation of
LIEI L!0 P LIEI LI1 P
LIEI L!2 P LIEI LIS P
LIEI L!4 P LIEI L!5 P
can be Improved to

LIO P L M P LI2 P LIS P LI4 P LIS P.

Note that this would consequently require a new basic load and store
Instruction to set the value of and copy the value In this new register,

fl similar situation to passing an array <or record) by value as a
parameter happens when an array (or record) type variable is assigned to
another array <or record) type variable. BCPL does the assignment

of a

vector to another vector by setting the value of the destination to a value
equal to the address of the first cell allocated to the source vector.
PftSCflL, on the other hand, copies the contents of the source array <or
record) to the storage allocated to the destination array (or record).
Again, in this situation, code generation would have been simpler if there
were a multiple copy instruction in SLItl.

Since situations like assigning a data structure to another and
passing an array (or record) by value can be handled by the existing SLIM
instructions (although ineffiently), we do not strongly propose that the
possible extensions we mentioned above be incorporated in SLIh. The main
reason Is that, these situations are seldom used In PRSCRL programs.

Finally, the incompatibi i ty on the handling of output in the two
languages is another difference. BCPL will flush Its output buffer only
when a newllne character is sent to it. PfiSCfiL handles Its output buffer
differently. The output buffer is flush every time an output statement
(write, writein, etc) is complete. The difference can well be seen in the
following programs
PflSCflL
program outbuffer(output);

BCPL
LET startO BE

var n: lnt«g«r;

{1 LET n = ?

bogin
Number P I M M :

');

m r i i M s C Himbttr P I M M :

r«cid<n)

-)

n := r ^ a d n O }1

and.

The PASCAL program will flush the siring ' Nuinber Please: ' on the screen
before executing the read statenent. The corresponding BCPL program will
expect on input but will output nothing on the screen.

The problem of output
flushing

incompatibl i tg^

the output buffer everytlme a

hoivever, can

'write' statement

be

solv;ed

bg

is executed.

Chapter 8 discusses this imcompatibi11ty thoroughly.

In conclusion, the existing SLIM instructions plus the extension to
handle non-local variables are enough for block structured languages like
PASCAL to be translated to SLIM.

Having answered the suitability of SLIM as a target

language for

languages like PASCAL, let us consider the question of how easy it is to
generate SLIM code. The chapters dealing with the translation of PASCAL
source fragments to SLIM code illustrate that such translation is as easy
as

translating

PASCAL

to

P-code.

The

translator,

which

is

strictly

one-pass, shows that SLIM code can be generated in one pass like the more
common intermediate language P-code.

Since generating SLIM code is as easy as generating P-code, the next
obvious question is "How good is the quality of the SLIM code generated?\
The following section will onsmer this question by comparing the execution
time of SLIM code to its corresponding P-code.

11.2 Run-tine Speed

Using 8Lin as cm inUriMdiate code instead of P-code will Rkai^ the
compilation of programs a little longer. This Is because SLIM is further
translated to machine's assembly language (which of course is still part of
the coiipilation process). P-code, on the other hand,
assembly

is already the

language of a hypothetical stack-oriented interpreted machine

(P-machine)

and

thus

such

overheod

in

the

compilation

process

is

nonexistent. But this compilation overhead Is insignificant compared to the
improvement of execution time «»hen SLIM is used instead of P-code.

To Illustrate this point, the following programs

1. Rmmcum 's implementation of Knuth's algorithm on the computation
of the date of Easter (see appendix 2>.

2. Sorting of 1000 data items using the quicksort algorithm, i.e.,
program quicksort(output);
const n • 1000;
var i, z: integer;
a: arrayl1..nJ of integer;
procedure sortdeft, right: integer);
var i, j, X, m: integer;
begin
i :- left;
j

right;

X

al(i+j) div 23;

repeat
while a[i]
while X

< X do

< a[j1

i :«

do j

i +

1;

j -

1;

if i <= j then
b«gin
m
alil;
a[i]
a[j];
ci[j]
w;
i
i + 1;
j
j - 1;
end
until i > j;
if left < j then sortdeft, j);
if left < right then sort<i, right);
end;
{ generate random sequence of nuiibers )
begin
z := 172g;
for i
1 to n do
begin
2 := <13107i • z) »od 2147483647;
a(i]
z
end;
sort<1,n)
end.
3. Mirth's implementation of the eight queens problem (see tUirth,
19771).

4. Multiplying a 20 by 20 matrix, i.e.,

program matrixmult(output);
const n = 20;
var I, J, k: integer;
x: real;
m, r: arrayll..n,1..nJ of real;
begin
for i
1 to n do
for j := 1 to n do BU, jl
1.0;

for i
1 to n do
for j
1 to n do
bogin
X := 0;
for k
1 to n do X
rli, jl
x;
ond
CHld.

mCi, k] • mik, J1 + x;

»ere translated to SLIM and to P-code. The resulting code was then
executed. The system used for translation to P-code and execution of It Is
the Berkeley's

PBSCflL coMpiIer/Interpreter

systen.

The results are

suMkorized below.
Execution Time <ln seconds)
Program

Date of Easter
Quicksort
Eight Queens
Matrix Multiplication

Runtime System
SLIM
P-Machine
0.38
1.36
3.16
0.96

2.34
6.44
11.41
4.16

The summary of execution times shows that SLIM code Is executed
significantly faster than P-code. This can be attributed to the fact that
P-code is interpreted «rtiile SLIM code is translated to machine language and
therefore directly executed. The difference between the execution times
might not be that much If P-code is macroexpanded to Its machine language
equivalents. But, we should remember that P-code was not designed to be
macroexpanded; thus compilation time may increase significantly if this
approach of executing P-code is taken.
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fiPPENDIX 1

Example 1: Preorder Tree Traversal

The following program solves the problem of building a tree and
traversing It In preorder. In addition. It prints the value of the nodes of
the tree that it visits.
program preorderCinput, output);
const maxlength s 20;
type node = record
value: char;
leftlink, right!ink: integer;
end;
var

tree: arrayC1..maxlength] of node;
stack: arrayll..maxlength] of integer;
top, i: integer;
function empty: boolean;
begin
If top = 0
then empty
true
else empty
false;
end;
procedure push(ne«top: integer);
begin
if top >B maxlength
then writeInC Error in PUSH: Stack Overflow '>;
else
begin
top := top + 1;
stack[top] := newtop;
end;
end;
procedure pop<var topvalue: integer);
begin
if empty

then « r i U l n C Error in POP: Stack is Einpty ' );
QISQ

begin
topvKiiiue
top

slcickitop];

top - 1;

end;
ctnd;
procedure preprintCroot: integer);
Mar thisnode: integer;
begin
top

0;

push(root>;
repeat
popCthismode);
wr i te i n< tree [ th i snode ]. va i ue );
if tree[thisnode].rightiini< <> 0
then pu5h<tree[thisnode].rightlink>;
if tree[thisnode].leftlink <> 0
then push(tree[thisnode].leftlink>;
until empty
end;
begin
i := 0;
repeat
i := i + 1;
readin(tree[i ).\Milue,
treelil.leftiink,
tree(il.rightlink);
until eof(input);
preprintC1);
end.

The choice of the above program was due to several reasons. One is
that It Illustrates the declaration of and access (local and non-local) to
variables

including

arrays and records. Further, the program

contains

procedures with value and variable parameters, conditional statements, and
repetitive statements.

The complete translation of the program is shown below.

PRSCftL

Uninprovped SLIM

program preorder<Input, output);

ll-'preorder" J K et: DO Ml

const maxlength • 20;
type node • record
value: char;
leftlink, rightlink: Integer;
end;
var tree: array[1..maxlength! of node;

L-64 PL20 PLl PL20 P
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml
Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml

stack: arrayi1..maxlength! of Integer;

L-24 PL20 PLl PL20 M20
Ml Ml

top, i: integer;

Je3
function empty: boolean;

$''empty'' 94: 00 Ml Ml
jes es:

begin
U1 LIE90 P LO -H F96

If top • 0
then empty :« true
else empty :« false;

L-1 SE2 je?
LO 8E2
e?: LiE2 R $:

end;
procedure push<newtop: integer);

$

$"push- eS: 01 Ml
Je9 69:

begin
if top >• maxlength

U1 LIE90 P L20 PLH >-H F^IO

then nrltelnC Error in PUSH:
Stacl^ Overflow ' >;

L^ll CI065 01 CI667 DO Jei2
eiO:

else
begin
top :• top + 1;

U1 LIE90 P LI +H U1 8E90

stack I top! :- newtop;

U1 LE66 SE1 P L!0 +H PLO

P U1 LIEQO +H +H P LIE-5 8H
ond;

612:

and;

R

$:

eli: D- Error in PUSH:
Stock Overfiow
procedure pop<gar topvalue: integer);

** $

I-pop" ei3: 01 ni
J914

914:

begin
if empty

LiE-4 064 DX8000 F615

then «N^itelnC* Error in POP:
Stock is Ei»pty ' );
else

L616 CIG65 DI CÌG67 DO J617
615:

begin
topvolue

stacl<[top];

U1 LE66 8E1 P Lio *H PLO P U1
LIEQO 4H +H LIO P LIE-5 810

top := top - 1;
end;
end;

U1 LIE90 P LI PLH -H U1 SEQO
617
R

$:

616: D" Error in POP:
Stock iff Enpty "
procedure preprintCroot: integer);
ver thisnode: integer;

$"preprint"

$

618: DI MI

MI
J610 6ig:

begin
top := 0;

LO U1 SE90

push<root);

LIE-5 P LIE-4 C68 DX8001

repeat

620:

pop( thisnode);

LE2 P LIE-4 C613 DX8001

wr i te i n< tree [ th i snode ). va i ue );

U1 LE2 SEI P LIO +H PLO
P LIE2 +H *3 +H LIO
CÌ060 01 CI067 DO

if treelthisnodel.rightiink <> 0

U1 LE2 SEI P LIO +H PLO
P LIE2 +H *3 +H -2 LIO
P LO

then push<tree!thisnodel.rightlink);

F621

U1 LE2 SEI P LIO +H PLO
P LIE2 +H #3 +H - 2 LIO
P LiE-4 C68 0X8001
621:

if treelthisnodel.leftlink <> 0

U1 LE2 SEI P LIO +H PLO

then push<tr«e[thisnodel.l«ftllnk);

unti
«nd;

«inpty

P LIE2 +H #3 +H -1 LIO
P LO -'»H Fe22
U1 LE2 SEI P LIO +H PLO
P LIE2 +H #3 +H -1 LIO
P LiE-4 C98 DX8001
922:
LIE>4 C94 DX8000 F920
R $: $
63:

begin
I :« 0;
repeat
i :» i + 1;
readin(tree[i].value.

treeiil.lefttinl^,

tree[i].rightlink>;

until eof<input);
preprlnt<1);
end.

LO 8Egi
923:
LIEgi P LI -i-H 8E91
LE2 SEI P LIO -fH PLO
P LIE91 +H #3 +H P
L3 CIG84 01 8H
LE2 SEI P LIO +H PLO
P LIEOI +H *3 +H -1 P
LI CIG84 01 8H
LE2 SEI P LIO +H PLO
P LIEOI +H #3 +H -2 P
LI CIG84 01 8H
L5 CIG84 01
CI080 00 F923
LI P UO LEO C918 0X8001
R$: $
92: L91 801 .

The SLIM code opposite the PflSCftL source above is the initial
translation generated by the translator. This code passes through a code
iinprover before it is finally emitted. The following is the code produced
by the code Improver. The iimprovements are shown in bold letters.
PflSCflL
program preorderCinput, output);

improved SLIM
ISVeorder- J92 91: DO Ml

const maxlength = 20;
typQ nodQ = rQcord
value: char;
leftlink, rightlink: integer;
end;
var tree: arraytl..maxlength1 of node;
stack: array[1..maxlength! of integer;
top^ i: integer;
function empty: boolean;
begin
i f top s 0
then empty :s true
else empty
false;
end;
procedure push<newtop: integer);
begin
if top >= maxlength
then writeInC Error In PUSH:
Stack Overflow ');
else
begin
top :« top + 1;
stack[top] := newtop;
end;
end;

procedure pop<var topvalue: integer);
begin
if empty
then wrltelnC Error in POP:
Stack is Empty ');
else
begin

L-64 PL20 PLl PL20 P HGO
L-24 PL20 PLl PL20 n22
J^
$''empty'' »4: DO 112
es:
U1 LIEgO »0 F66
L - 1 8E2 J«7
K : LO SE2
97: LIE2 R $: $
$"push" ®8: 01 Ml
iO:
U1 LIEOO >«20 F610
L911 CIG65 01 CIG67 00 J612
910:
U1 LIEOO + 1 U1 sEgo
U1 LE66 8E1 P LIO +H PLO
U1 +IEOO 4H P L I E - 5 8H
ei2:
R $:
i l l : 0" Error in PUSH:
Stack Overflow " $
$''pop*' 913: 01 N1
• 14:
LIE-4 C94 0X8000 F915
Lei6 CI065 01 CIG67 00 J917
915:

topMQluQ

stclckCtop];

U1 LE66 SE1 P LiO -i-H PLO
U1 *ÎE9Q 4H LIO PLIE-5 810

top := top - 1;
end;

U1 LIEOO - 1 U1 8EgO
®17

and;

R $:
D" Error in POP:
Stock is Ei^aty "

procédure pr«print<root:
MOT thisnode:

integer);

l^preprint"

$

618: D1 m

integer;

tlO:
begin
top :« 0;

LO U1 SEOO

pushCroot);

LIE-5 PLIE-4 C68 DX8001

repeat

920:

pop<thisnode);

LE2 PLIE-4 C613 0X8001

writeln(treeCthisnode].vcilue);

U1 LE2 8E1 P LIO -fH PLO
*\E2 *3 4H LiO
CIG60 01 CiG67 DO
U1 LE2 8E1 P LIO m PLO

i f treeCthisnodel.right!ink <> 0

•I-IE2 *3 +H -2 LIO
F«21
U1 LE2 SE1 P LIO +H PLO

then push<tree(thisnodel.rightiink);

•HE2 •a +H - 2 LIO
PLIE-4 C68 0X8001
621:
U1 LE2 SE1 P LIO +H PLO

i f t r e e l t h i s n o d e l . l e f t ! i n k <> 0

+ IE2

+H - 1 LIO

-ssO F622
then p u s h < t r e e [ t h i s n o d e l . l e f t i i n k ) ;

U1 LE2 SE1 P LIO +H PLO
+ IE2 *3 +H - 1 LIO
PLIE-4 C68 0X8001
622:

unti i entpty
end;

$

LO SE91

0;

623:

repeat
i

R $:
63:

begin
i

LIE-4 C64 0X8000 F620

I + 1;

LIEgi +1 8E01

readIn<tree[i].vai IM,

treeCn. left! ink.

ireeCil.righilink);

until eof(input);
praprinKI);
«nd.

LE2 SEI P LIO +H PLO
• l E O l*2 +H
PL3 CIG84 01 SH
LE2 SEI P LIO +H PLO
•i-IEOl
*3 +H -1
P L 1 CI684 01 SH
LE2 SEI P LIO +H PLO
+ IE01
+H -2
P L 1 CI084 01 SH
L5 CIG84 01
CIGSg 00 Fe23
LI UO FLEO C618 0X8001
R $: $
92: L91 SGI .

RPPEMDIX 2

ExcNnplQ 2: Dcito of EosUr

Rmmann tRmmonn^ 19771 gives cm implementation of the algorithm of
the computation of the ckite of Easter described In Knuth's "The Art of
Computer Programming." The same Implementation is given below, but with
simpler declarations.
program easter(output);
const yearl = 1985;
yearn = 3000;
var year, month, day: integer;
procedure dateofeaster<y: integer; var d, m: Integer);
var g, c, x, 2, b, e: Integer;
begin
g
y mod 19 + 1;
c := y div 100 + 1;
X := 3 » c div 4 - 12;
b
5 » y div 4 - X - 10;
e
<11 • g + 20 + z - X) mod 30;
If e < 0 then e
e + 30;
If <e = 25) and Cg > 11) or <e = 24) then e
e + 1;
d
44 - e;
If d < 21 then d
d + 30;
d
d + 7 - <b + d) mod 7;
If d > 31 then
begin
d := d - 31;
m
4;
end
else m
3;
end;
begin
for year
yearl to yearn do
dateofeaster<year, day, month);
end.

The program was specifically chosen to Illustrate the translation of
expressions. Another reason

is that the program clearly shows the

difference between unimproved and improved SLIM code generated by the
translator, fìgain, below is the

unimproved translation opposite Its

equivalent PRSCH. source code fragment.
PflSCflL

Unimproved SLIM

program easter<output>;
const yearl » 1985;
yearn = 3000;
var year, month, day: integer;
procedure dateofeaster<

$$*'easter" Je2 91: DO Ml

ni ill ni
l^dateofester"

03 111

y: integer;
var d, m: integer);
var g, c, x, z, b, e: integer;

Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml Ml
Je5 95:

begin

LIE-7 P L19 PLH /*H P LI +H SE2
LIE-7 P L100 PLH /H P LI +H 8E3
c :- y div 100 + 1;
L3 P LIE3 »H P L4 PLH /H P L12
X
3 * c div 4 - 12;
PLH -H SE4
L8 P LIE3 »H P L5 +H P L25 PLH
z
<8 » c + 5> div 25 - 5;
/H P L5 PLH -H SE5
L5 P LIE-7 •H P L4 PLH /H P LIE4
b :» 5 • y div 4 - X - 10;
PLH -H P LIO PLH -H SE6
L11 P LIE2 *H P L20 +H P LIE5 +H
e
<11 * g + 20 + 2 - x> mod 30;
P LIE4 PLH -H P L30 PLH /*H SE7
LIE7 P LO PLH <H F W
if e < 0 then
LIE7 P L30 +H SE7
e
e + 30;
96:
if <e - 25) and <g > 11) or <e - 24) LIE7 P L25 -H F97 P LIE2 P L11
PLH >H /\H T97 P LIE7 P L24 -H
\/H 97: F98
LIE7 P LI +H SE7
then e :« e + 1;
98:
g

y mod 19 + 1;

d := 44 - e;
if d < 21
then d := d + 30;

L44 P LIE7 PLH -H PLIE-5 S!0
LIE-6 L!0 P L21 PLH <H F M
LIE-6 L!0 P L30 • HPLIE-6 S!0

d : «d + 7 - <b + d> mod 7;

LIE-6 LIO P L7 +H P LIE6 P LIE-6
L!0 +H P L7 PLH m PLH -H
PLIE-6 S!0
LIE-6 LIO P L31 PLH >H FilO

if d > 31 then
begin
d : «d - 31;
A
4;
end
else
ill 3;
end;
begin
for gear := gearl to yearn do
dateofeasterCgear^ dag, month);

end.

LIE-6 LIO P L31 PLH -H PLIE-6
SIO
L4 PLIE-5 SIO
J^ll
610:
L3 PLIE-5 SIO
ei1:
R $: $
93: LigSS SE2 L3000 Jei2
ei3: LIE2 P LE4 P LE3 P
UO LEO Ce4 0X8003
LIE2 +1 SE2 LH
912: P >=IE2 T913 M-1
R $: $
92: L91 SGI .

The Improved equivalent (Improvement In bold letters) of the above
translation is
Improved SLIM

PASCAL
program easter(output);
const gearl = 1085;
gearn »3000;
var gear, month, dag: integer;
procedure dateofeaster(
g: integer;
var d, m: integer);
var g, c, x, z, b, e: integer;

$$''eo8ter'' J92 91: DO

n4
l-dateofester" 94: 03

117

begin
g

g mod

19 +

1;

LIE-7 / • 1 9 + 1

8E2

c

g div 100 + 1;

LIE-7 / l O O + 1 SE3

X

3 • c div 4 - 12;

L3 *ÎE3

/ 4 - 1 2 SE4

z := <8 • c + 5 ) div 25 - 5;

L8 » I E S + 5 /25 - 5 8E5

b

5 * g div 4 - X - 10;

L5 » I E - ? /4 - I E 4 - 1 0 8E6

e

<11 * g + 20 + z - X) mod 30;

L U • I E 2 + 2 0 - H E S - I E 4 /*3Q
SE7

if e < 0

<0

then e

Fiö

e + 30;

LIE? + 3 0 SE7
eò:

If <e « 25) and <g > 11) or <e « 24)

LIE7 « 2 5 m
PLIE7

TE7

then e := e + 1;

LIE7

+1

PLIE2

>11 /\H

«CÎ4 \ / H

© 7 : FFIS

SE7

eS:
d :« 44 - e;

L44 - I E 7 PLIE-6 810

if d < 21

LIE-6 LIO <21 F M

then d

d + 30;

LIE-6 LIO +30 PLIE-6 SIO
69:

d := d + 7 - <b + d ) mod 7;

LIE-6 LIO + 7 P L I E 6 P L I E - 6 LIO
+H /•? PLH -H PLIE-6 SIO

if d > 31

LIE-6 LIO >31 F^IO

then
begin
d

d - 31;

LIE-6 LIO - 3 1 PLIE-6 SIO

m

4;

L4 PLIE-5 SIO

end

jeil

else
m

eiO:
3;

L3 PLIE-5 SIO
911:

end;

R

$:

$

begin
for gear :« gearl to gearn do
dateo feas ter (gear, dag, month);

63: L1985 SE2 L3000 J612
613: LIE2 PLE4 P L E 3
U O PLEO C64 0X8003
LIE2 +1 SE2 LH
612: P

end.

>=IE2 T613

R $: $
62: L61 SOI .

Note the significant improv^inent of the code after it has gone
through the code improver. The number of SLIM instructions is reduced from
235 instructions to 131 instructions. R significant improvement of more
than fiftg percent OSCWJ).

RPPEMDIX 3

ExoHnpi« 3: Towers of Hanoi

This next example Is the recursive solution to the Toilers of Hanoi
problem.

program hanoi<input, output);
war maxring: integer;
tower: arroyI1..3] of char;
procedure moveCmaxring: integer; Q, b: integer);
var c: integer;
begin
if maxring < 2
then writeInC Move ring 1 from tower
tower [a],
' to tower
toweribl)
else
begin
c := 6 - a - b;
moveCmaxring - 1, a, c);
writeInC Move ring
maxring:2,
' from tower
tower[a],
' to tower
tower[b]);
move<maxrlng - 1, c, b);
end
end;
begin
tower111
'R';
towerI21
'B';
tower[33 := 'C;
writeC Enter maximum rings please: ');
readln<maxring);

if inaxring > 0 then move<iiraxring, 1, 2)
end.
The program was primarily chosen to Illustrate how translation of
programs involving recursion can be carried out. The translation given
opposite the program below has already passed through the code Improver.

PfìSCflL

SLIM

program hanoKinput, output);
var maxring: integer;
tower: arrayt1..31 of char;
procedure moveCmaxring: integer;

$$"hanoi" Je2 ei: DO
M2
L-7 PL3 PL1 PL3 P M3
Je3
i^move" M : D3

a^ b: integer);
var c: integer;

M2
65:

begin
if maxring < 2
then writeln<' Move ring 1
from tower '
tower[a],
• to tower
tower[b])

else
begin
c := 6 - a - b;
move<maxrlng - 1, a, c);
writeInC Move ring
maxring:2,
' from tower
tower[a].

LIE-7 <2 F M
L97 CI065 D1
U1 LE3 SEI P LIO +H PLO +IE-6 +H
LIO CI060 01
L^S CI665 01
U1 LE3 SEI P LIO +H PLO +IE-5 +H
LIO CIG60 01
CIG67 00
jeg

L6 -IE-5 -IE-5 SE2

LIE-7 -I PLIE-6 PLIE2 PLIE-4
CfÈ4 0X8003
L^IO CI665 01
LIE-7 PL2 CIG71 02
L e u CIG65 01
U1 LE3 SEI P LIO +H PLO +IE-6 +H
LIO CIG60 01

' to tower
tower[b])

inove<maxr¡ng -

c, b);

Lei2 CIG65 D1
U1 LE3 SE1 P L!0 +H PLO +IE-5 +H
L!0 CIG60 D1
CIG67 DO
LIE-7 -1 PLIE2 PLIE-5 PLIE-4
C9A DX8003

end
end;

begin
tower 111
'fl';
tower[2]
'B';
tower[3] := 'C;
write<' Enter maximum
rings please: ');
readlnCmoxring);
if maxring > 0
then move<maxrlng,
2)
end.

69:
R $:
e?: D" Move ring 1 from tower "
68: D" to tower "
610: D" Move ring "
611: D" from tower "
612: 0" to tower " $
63:
LE3 SE1 P L!0 +H PLO +1 +H PL'fi SH
LE3 SEl P L!0 +H PLO +2 +H PL'B SH
LE3 SEl P L!0 +H PLO +3 +H PL'C SH
L613 CÍG65 01 CIG5 00
LI CIC84 01 SE2 L5 CÍG84 01
LIE2 >0 F614
LIE2 PL1 PL2 UO PLEO C64 0X8003
614: R $:
613: 0" Enter maximum
rings please: " $$
62: L61 SGI .

The SLIM code in bold letters are the recursive calls made by the program.

APPENDIX 4

Example 4:

Environment of Procedure Parameters

This last example Is a program that can be used to test whether or
not

your

PflSCflL

run-time

system

sets

correctly

the

environment

of

procedures passed as parameters. It will print a message if the environment
is set correctly, otherwise no message is printed. The program «as based on
one

of

the

programs

In MIchmann

and

Sales*

PRSCRL

Ualidatlon

[Uichmann and Sales, 1979].

program environment<output);
var X , y: integer;
procedure p<procedure f(procedure a; procedure b);
procedure g);
var z: integer;
procedure s;
begin
if <x B 2 ) and <y = 2 ) and <z « 2 ) then
writeInC VesI Environtment correctly set. ">;
x

x •»• 1;

end;
begin
y := y + 1;
z

y;

if y = 1
then p<f,s)
else

f<g^s);

end;
procedure qCprocedure f; procedure g);
begin

f;
g;
end;
procedure r;
begin

Suite

end;
begin
X := 1;

y

0;

p<q,r);
end.
The example was chosen to Illustrate the translation of procedures
as parameters. The above program almost covers all possible calls to a
procttdure that is a parameter. Rgain^ the translation is already an
improved one.
PflSCaL

program environment(output);
var X, y: Integer;

SLIM

ll-envlronment" JKS §1: DO
H3
J§3
t^p" W : D4

procedure p<procedure f(procedure a;
procedure b);
procedure g);
var z: integer;
tt2
procedure s;

$"s" W : DO Ml
57:

begin
If (X = 2) and (y = 2) and (z =2) U2 LIE2 =2 F W U2 PLIE3 =2
/\H F§8 U1 PLIE2 =2 /\H W : F(?9
then wrIteInC VesI
Envlrontment correctly set. "); LPIO CIG65 D1 CI657 DO
99:
X := X + 1;
U2 LIE2 +1 U2 SE2
end;
R
eiO: D" VesI Environment
correctly set. " $
65:
begin
y := y + 1;

U1 LIES +1 U1 SE3

z := y;

U1 LIES SE2

if y = 1
then p<f,s)

U1 LIE3 =1 Fill
LIE-8 PLIE-7 PLiei2 UO PLEO
PLIE-4 C M DX8004 Jei3
else f<g,s>;
eil: LIE-6 PLIE-5 PLiei2 UO PLEO
PLIE-7 CIE-8 DX8004
613:
end;
R$
612: 066 $
procedure qCprocedure f; procedure g);
614: 04 P
615:
begin
f;
LIE-7 CIE-8 0X8000
g;
LIE-5 CIE-6 0X8000
R
$
end;
$>" 616: DO P
procedure r;
617:
begin
end;
R $: $
63:
begin
LI SE2
X
1;
LO SE3
y := 0;
LI618 UO PLEO PL1619 UO PLEO
P<q/r>;
UO PLEO C64 0X8004
R $:
end.
618: 0614
619: 0616 $$
62: L61 SGI .

APPENDIX 5

Compilation and Execution Timos Comparison of improM«d and Unimprowmd
SLin Code

The translator (described in Chapter 5> was used to compile several
programs to

investigat«

the effect of

the code

improver (described

in

Chapter 10) on the compilation and execution times of source programs. Of
course^ attempting to Improve the code will almost certainly degrade the
compilation of source programs. But^

if the improvement will decrease the

execution time by at least the same amount as the increase in compilation
time then the improvement carried out on the code is certainly worthwhile.

To see whether the method used by the code improver results in a
positive effects, i.e., the decrease in execution time is greater than the
increase

in compilation

time, the translator was used to translate the

following programs:

1. flmmann's Implementation of Knuth's algorithm on the computation
of the date of Easter (see appendix 2).

2 . Sorting of 1000 data items using the quicksort algorithm (see
Chapter 11).

3 . Mirth's Implementation of the eight queens problem (see IWIrth,
1977]).

4. Multiplying a 20 by 20 matrix (see Chapter 11).

The programs were translated (with and without the code Improver)
and executed. The summary of compilation and execution times are given
beloui.
Compilation Time (in seconds)
Program

Uith the Code Improver

Date of Easter
Quicksort
Eight Queens
Matrix Multipiication

0.46
0.71
0.61

0.33

Mithout the Code Improver
0.41
0.67
0.61
0.33

Execution Time (in seconds)
Program

Improved SLIM Code

Date of Easter
Quicksort
Eight Queens
Matrix Multipl¡cation

0.38
1.36
3.16
0.96

Unimproved SLIM Code
0.69
1.78
4.07
1.11

It is clear from the summary of compilation and execution times that
the degradation in compilation due to the introduction of the code improver
is less than 0.1 second. But, the improvement in execution time is much
more than 0.1 second. This shows that the introduction of the code improver
is certainly worthwhile.

RPPENDIX 6

SLIM Code and PflSCfiL-S P-code Coinparison

The main difference between SLIM code cmd PfiSCflL-S P-code Is in the
manner the code is executed.

The PfiSCflL-S P-code was designed for Interpretation, fit run-time.
I.e., during

Interpretation,

the execution of some

of the P-code

instructions is dependant on the information stored in the symbol table.
This means that the symbol table, created during compilation, must be
accessible to the interpreter.

SLIM code, on the ottier hand, is further translated to the assembly
language of the machine where the program is to run and Is therefore
directly executed. Each SLIM code instruction, once generated, can be
translated to assembly language without extra information from the symbol
table.

The dependence of PflSCflL-S P-code on the symbol table suggests that
SLIM code is lower in level compared to P-code.

The second difference between the two intermediate codes is the way
stack segment, i.e., storage for parameters, stack linkage, local variables
and working storage, is allocated to the called procedure.

In PflSCflL-S, allocation of a stack segment is done before the
control of execution Is transfered to the called procedure. This means that

each procedure starts with the space for the local variables already
allocated. To illustrate this point, consider the translation to P-code of
the call to procedure "passCijr

in the program given later in this

appendix.

PftSCflL
pass< i, i >

P-code
MfìRKSTK 44
LOfìDUfìL 1,
LOfìDfìDR
CfìLL-FHP 6

Continent
Rllocate storage to local variables
Pass the parameters
Set up stack Iinkage and
transfer control to the procedure

The P-code instruction "MRRKSTK" allocates storage to the local variables.
The number of local variables is supplied bg the symbol table. The
Instructions "LOflOUflL- and -LORDflDR" set the value of and allocate storage
to the parameters, and "CflLL-PHP" sets the value of and allocates storage
space to the stack linkage.

SLIM handles allocation of a stack segment differently. Rllocation
of a stack segment is shared by the code for a procedure call and the code
for a procedure declaration. To be specific, the setting of and allocation
of storage to the parameters and stack linkage is done before control of
execution Is tronsfered to the called procedure and storage for local
variables is done before the execution of the first statement of the called
procedure. Using as an example, the same procedure call as above, i.e.,
-pass<i,ir, the translation to SLIM of this call is
PflSCRL
passCI, I)

SLIM
LIE2 PLE2
UO PLEO

Comment
Pass the parameters
Pass the value of the static link

Cf4 DX8002

Set up stack IInkage and transfer
control to the procedure

The SLIM instructions "LIE2 PLE2- set the value of and allocate storage to
the parameters, "UO PLEO C64 0X8002" set and allocate storage to the stack
linkage. The local variable used by the procedure is allocated in the body
of the procedure and is accomplished during variable declaration, i.e..
PftSCflL
var: locali,
loca 12,
I oca13,
local4: integer;

SLIN

Comment
The unoptimized SLIM code
translation of this declaration
is Ml Ml Ml Ml

M4

The difference lies in the way allocation of stack space to local
variables is achieved. In PflSCflL-S this is done by one instruction
"MRFIKSTK", but in SLIM It is done for each declared variable. SLIM can have
the same effect as the P-code, i.e., allocation is done by one instruction,
only when the variable declaration does not contain array type variables.

Rnother difference between the two intermediate codes Is In the
translation of an access to an element of an array. Rlthough, both
intermediate codes use the same method, i.e., multiplicative subscript
calculation, the translation is quite different.

PflSCflL-S takes advantage of the accessibility of the symbol table at
run-time. The translation of an array to P-code is simple and the work of
accessing the bounds is left to the interpreter.

In contrast, SLIM does not have any access to the symbol table at

run-time. Instead, to make the bounds ovaMoble at run-time, they are
stored before the elements of the array in the local variable area of the
stack segment allocated to the procedure where the array is declared. This
way, access to the bounds of the array is achieved In the same manner as
accessing a local variable.

To illustrate the difference, see the translation to SLIM and to
P-code of an assignment statement Involving arrays In the example program
given at the end of this appendix.

Now, using the program below, we shall compare the two intermediate
codes in terms of the number of Instructions necessary to translate a
PRSCRL source code

fragment. The program given does not solve any

particular programming problem but is constructed so as to iIlustrate most
of PflSCflL constructs.
{

1>

{ 2 }

program 11lustrateCoutput);
type day - (mon, tue, wed);
r = record
rl: Integer;
r2: arrayI0..21 of Integer;
end;
var

count:
root:
response:
ch:
today:
reed:

Integer;
real;
boolean;
char;
day;
r;

table: arrayt0..n of array[-1..01 of Integer;
{ 3}

function pass<vaIuep: Integer; var varp: Integer):Integer;

{ 4 )

var locall, local2, local3, local4: integer;
begin

{ 5 >

pass := valuep + varp;

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

end;
begin
count := 0;
root := 1.23;
ch
'fl';
today := won;
response := today = tue;
recd.rl := recd.r2Ill;
tabled,01
tablelO,-ll;
count := 11 • count + 20 mod count - 10;
If (response) and <ch = 'E') or (root > 1.25) then count
else count
0;
case count of
0: { nothing );
1: { nothing };
end;
while count < 10 do
count := count + 1;
for count := 1 to 10 do { nothing );
count
pass (count, count);
end.

}
}
}
}
}
)
}
}
)

{ 15 )

{ 16 }
{ 17 }
{ 18 }

1

The translation of the program above to SLIM code and to P-code Is
shown below. The number of instructions (in parenthesis and bold letters)
/(

in the translation is giw^en to illustrate the relative difference between
the two

Intermediate codes, at

least,

In terms of the number of

instructions needed to translate a PflSCflL source code fragment.
PflSCflL Source

SLIM Code

P-code

{ 1}

DO Ml < I )

< 0 >

{ 2 )

M6
L-6 PL2 PLO PL3 P M3
L-0 PL1 PLO PL2 PLO
PL-1 PL2 P M4 < 16 )

< 0 )

{

3 }

94 : 02 112 ( 1 >

C 0 >

{

4 >

n4 < 1 >

c 0 >

{

3 }
LIE-G
PLIE-5 L!0
+H
SE2 ( 5 >

LOflDRDR
LOflDUf=L
LORDIND
RDD-IMT
STORE C

LO
SE2 C 2 >

LOnOROR 1, 5
LITERRL 0
STORE C 3 >

{

{

6 }

7 )

LOflDRDR
L1.25E+00
SE3 < 2 >

{

8 )

{

9 }

{ 10 >

{ 11 }

1, 6

1, 8

LITERRL C5
STORE < 3 >
LORDflOR

LO
SE6 C 2 >

3 >

INDJ-IT 2
STORE C 3 )
LOflDRDR

L'R
SE5 < 2 >

2, 0
2, 5
2, 5

1, 9

LITERRL 0
STORE C 3 >
LORDflDR

1, 7

LIE5
=1

LORDVflL
9
LITEflflL 1
EQ-.INT

SE4 < 3 )

STORE < 3 )

LE7

LOflDRDR

PLE7
-1 SE1 P LID +H
PLO +1 +H
L!0
SH < 12 >

LORDflDR 1,10
RECJ3FST 1
LITERRL 1
STK-IMDIR
STORE ( 6 >

1,10

LE 13
SEl P L!0 +H
PLO +1
PLIEl L!-6 »H
PLH +H
PLE15
SEl P L!0 +H
PLO
PLH PLIEl L!-5 »H
PL-1
+H +H
L!0
SH C 27 )
{ 13 }

LU
»IE2
PL20
/*IE2
+H
-10
SE2 C 7 >

{ 14 )

LiE4
FÇÔ PLIES
= -E
/NH
T§0 PLIES
«>1.25e+00
\/H TO:
Fr?

LORDflOR
LITERRL
INDEX
LITERAL
INDEXl
LORORDR

14
1
2
0
3

14

LITERRL 0
IMDEX 2
LITERAL 1
NEGATE
INDEXl 3
STKLINDIA
STORE i 13 >
LOADADA
LITEAAL 11
LORDUAL
MULT-INT
LITERRL 20
LORDURL
nOD-INT
RDD-INT
LITERRL 10
SUBVINT
STORE C 11

5
5
5

>

7
LORDURL
LORDURL 1, 8
LITERRL 69
EQ-INT
RND^OOL
LORDURL 1, 6
INDJLIT 2
GT-RERL
OR^OL
COND-JMP 68
LORDRDR 1, 5

LI

LITERBL

SE2

STORE

Jee

JUMP

1
71

97:

LOñDñDR

1, 5

LO

LITERRL

0

SE2

STORE C 17 )

68: ( 13 >
{ 15 }

LIE2 P jeg

LORDURL

1, 5

SWITCH

75

611: J610

JUMP

80

612: J610

JUMP

80

613: LI 01087 01 Q
69: L3 ?S
D613
DO

0611

CRSELR6

0

CRSELR6 73
01

0612

CRSELRB

1

CflSELRB 74
JUMP

0 < 9 >

LIE2

LOROVRL

1, 5

<10

LITERRL 10

610: C 11 >
{ 16 }

614:

LT-INT
F615

CONO-JMP 90
LORDROR

1, 5

LIE2

LOROVRL

1, 5

+1

LITERRL

1

ROO-.INT
SE2

STORE

J514

JUMP

80 < 10

615: < 8 >
{ 17 }

LOROROR

1, 5

LI SE2

LITERRL

1

LIO

LITERRL 10

)

ei7: LIE2
PL6
CIG71 D2
CIG67 DO
LIE2 +1 SE2 LH
516: P >=IE2 Tei7 11-1 C 15 >

F0R1UP
LOFIDUflL
LITERflL
MRITE-2
miTELN
F0R2UP

99
1, 5
6
2
94 < 9 >

LORDRDR 1, 5
MRRKSTK 44
LOflDURL 1, 5
LOROnOR 1, 5
CRLL-FNP 6
STORE < 6 )

{ 18 )

LIE2
PLE2
UO PLEO Ce4 DX8002
SE2 C 6 >

The given progrotn has cm equivalent of 106 P-code instructions and an
equivalent of 136 instructions in SLIM. The D (pseudo) instruct ion in SLIM
in not included in the total number of SLIM instructions because the
equivalent of 0 (pseudo)instruction in the assembly language of the target
machine

is actually

an

assembler

directive

and not

an assembler

instruction.

Ue

can

observe

that

the

SLIM

code

equivalent

requires

more

instructions to access an element of an array. This is because^ in P-code
the computation of the address of the element of an array to be accessed Is
done by the interpreter (note that the interpreter has access to the symbol
table where the bounds are stored).

When it comes to the translation of an assignment statement where the
destination Is an entire variable, the SLIM code equivalent is one
Instruction less than the P-code equivalent.

In the translation of expressions, there are some constituents of an
expression that require only one instruction in SLIM but require two in
P-code. For example, the SLIM code -+1" «»here
an equivalent P-code
Instructions are "LITERRL T and "flDD-.mT".
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